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Executive Summary
The Federal Transit Administration (FTA) has updated the 2007 Strategic Workforce
Plan to reflect the current challenges and opportunities it faces as its programs
continue to expand in both volume and complexity, while its workforce size remains
relatively stable. This update is grounded in an organization-wide quantitative
workload analysis and evaluation of workforce risks. The key findings are summarized
at a high level here and detailed in the following report.

FTA's Workforce
As highlighted in the previous workforce plan, FTA has identified five mission critical
occupational series-a subset of the staff that comprises 50 percent of the
organization's total workforce. Of this population of Transportation Specialists
(particularly for programs), Community Planners, General Engineers, Computer
Specialists, and Contract Specialists, retirement eligibility is of particular concern for
the Transportation Specialists. In the next 5 years, more than half of that population
will be eligible to retire. This statistic, combined with an attrition rate of 9 percent,
indicates that workforce stability is a key risk factor for FTA.
In past evaluations, FTA has also identified several skill areas that must be improved
to expand the overall proficiency of the workforce. 1 These include skills such as
writing, oral communication, contract management, project management, and IT skills.
The current analyses reemphasized these gaps qualitatively, indicating that they have
not yet been successfully addressed through current initiatives.

FTA's Workload
The workforce risks noted above must be considered in the context of the current and
projected workload FTA must manage to meet customer and stakeholder
requirements. Based on the organization-wide workload analysis conducted for this
update, a sizable gap exists between the workload the organization must manage and
the workforce resources it has to perform that work.
Two types of workload were calculated-workload associated with the American
Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 (ARRA), and workload represented in areas
that are currently understaffed. In both analyses, the Full-Time Equivalent (FTE) gaps
generated represent a 16- to 17-percent deficit in FTEs required to perform the work
(e.g., an 85 FTE gap for ARRA, and a 92 FTE gap representing areas that are
understaffed for pre-ARRA workload). 2 These gaps are particularly evident in project
and program oversight, technical assistance and guidance, grants administration, and
contract administration and management.

1

Past FTA workforce analysis studies include: 1) a Delphi study conducted by FTA in 2003 that probed a focus group of senior
managers; 2) workforce planning information collected by the Logistics Management Institute (LMI) during its analysis of the FT A
workforce in 2002-2003; and 3) Information collected for the FTA 2000 workforce plan.
2
Full-Time Equivalent is a way to measure a worker's number of total hours worked divided by the maximum number of
compensable hours in a work year as defined by law. For example, if the work year is defined as 2,080 hours, then one worker
occupying a paid full time job all year would consume one FTE.
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The exact size of this gap in FTE terms may be refined with additional analyses, but
the overall magnitude of the gap indicates a significant misalignment between FTA's
workforce resources and its workload that cannot be addressed solely through
improvements to business process and workforce efficiency and effectiveness.
Additional resources will be required to ensure that FTA is adequately staffed to meet
customer and stakeholder requirements.

Workforce Risk Analysis
The outcomes of the analyses highlighted above were reinforced by the Workforce
Risk Analysis conducted as part of the update. 3 The risk analysis explored four key
areas to identify risk associated with misalignment between work and workforce
requirements (i.e., Changes in Work, Changes in Workforce Requirements, Health of
Current Workforce, and Strength of Current Workforce Management Practices). Key
findings from this assessment indicated that risk ratings were moderate to high across
the organization, with particularly high risk scores in the work (e.g., change in work
volu'me) and workforce requirements (e.g., need for more workforce and those with
new skill sets) areas. These results were highly consistent with the outcomes of the
workload analysis and indicated strong agreement across the Executive Management
Team (EMT) regarding this issue.
In addition, in the Workforce Health area, the results of the assessment indicated a
moderate risk rating, with particular concern regarding Workforce Stability and
Proficiency. These results were also consistent with the supply analyses, further
indicating that the combination of retirement eligibility, turnover rates, and need for
improved skills in key areas must be an area of focus for FTA.
Finally, in the area of Workforce Management Practices, the results of the assessment
indicated a moderate risk rate across nearly every practice area (e.g., pipeline,
learning and development, alignment of workforce to work, sufficiency of government
footprint, knowledge management, and planning capabilities). This finding was of
particular concern, because it indicated that these management practices may not be
comprehensive, well established, or consistently used to manage FTA's workforce, to
meet work requirements, or to respond to current challenges or changing demands.
Given the size of the estimated FTE gap, and the workforce health issues outlined
above, strong workforce management practices are critical because FTA must work to
optimize the workforce it has, shore up needed skill areas, and prepare for future
requirements through the adequate growth and development of its workforce.

Integrated Gap Analysis
An integrated gap analysis was conducted leveraging each of the analyses outlined
above. The gaps were prioritized, and several key areas of risk were identified for
action planning, including project and program oversight, technical assistance and
guidance, grants administration, and contract administration and management. The
gaps in these areas exist as a result of a combination of increased workload, skill
gaps, and lack of strong workforce management practices. In addition, these areas
3 FTA used the Booz Allen Workforce Risk Evaluator, a web-based survey to explore four key areas to identify risk associated
with misalignment between work and workforce requirements
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primarily use mission-critical occupations to accomplish work, further contributing to
risk, given the demographic profiles of this population and its projected retirement
eligibility.

Conclusions
FTA faces a misalignment between its current workforce resources and work demand
that cannot be addressed through organizational and workforce efficiency initiatives
alone. Additional resources must be added in the key areas outlined above and/or the
scope and volume of program work must be downsized below current statutory
mandates. While FTA may receive some FTEs to fill the gap analysis suggested, the
organization must further prioritize the gaps and identify those areas most critically in
need of additional FTEs.
In addition, because resources are limited, it is important to prioritize and target human
capital initiatives to address the remaining gaps, rather than institute organization-wide
initiatives.
Finally, FTA must balance near-term requirements with long-term needs, factoring in
retirement eligibility and succession/pipeline planning as it makes strategic hires and
shores up capability and bench strength in key technical areas.

Action Plan for 2009-2010
The primary goals outlined in the action plan to address the issues and concerns
summarized above are:
•

To optimize existing workforce by improving skill alignment and proficiency of
existing staff to better meet changing work requirements of FTA

•

To optimize use of additional FTE in risk or gap areas to address the most
significant workload issues and technical expertise deficits.

Table 7-1 in Section 7 outlines in further detail the specific steps of the action plan.
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1. Introduction
1.1

Background

The Federal Transit Administration (FTA), 1 of 11 operating administrations within the
U.S. Department of Transportation, employs 515 employees (as of September 30,
2008) with the majority of staff (327) located in the Washington DC Headquarters (HQ)
offices. 4 The mission of employees, and the organization as a whole, is to "improve
public transportation for America's communities," which is achieved by using funds
appropriated by the Congress to finance public transportation programs throughout the
country.
Like many agencies, FTA must ensure that its workforce is sufficiently sized and skilled
to meet ever-changing work demands. FTA has experienced significant program growth
over the past several years, including a 200-percent budget increase since 1993 and a
47-percent increase in the number of grants since 2001. Despite these changes and
their associated increase to workload, FTA's workforce has remained constant since
fiscal year (FY) 05, with a headcount of about 500. The organization has absorbed the
increased complexity and volume of workload for several years while still meeting
mission and stakeholder expectations. However, the organization has consistently
identified, through various workload studies, the need to increase resources. For
example, in 2003, an independent contractor estimated a projection of 542 full-time
equivalents (FTE) in FY02, assuming the current staff could continue to meet the
current level of demand, and projected that FTA would need 618 FTEs by FY06 to meet
organizational goals. The fact remains that in FY09, FTA continues to have staffing
levels far short of the projected 618 FTEs for FY06. In addition, a new administration,
the implementation of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 (ARRA),
and the upcoming FTA reauthorization are already proving to have a notable impact on
the complexity and volume of FTA workload, enhancing the need for additional
resources.

1.2

Purpose

The goal in developing this Strategic Workforce Plan is to ensure FTA has the right
number of employees with the right skill sets to facilitate successful completion of the
organization's mission. FTA has updated the 2007 Strategic Workforce Plan to reflect
the current challenges and opportunities it faces as its programs continue to expand in
both volume and complexity, while its workforce size remains relatively stable. This
update is the product of a process used to assess current resource availability, identify
current and future resource requirements, and develop detailed, action-based
recommendations for mitigating gaps between current workforce supply and workload
demand. This plan integrates information from the Office of Personnel Management's
(OPM) Workforce Planning Model, FTA FY 2007 Workforce Plan, FTA Annual
Performance Plan, the FY 2009-2013 Knowledge Management Strategy, Logistics
4

FTA workforce supply data is based on the FTA FTE on-board report dated as of September 30, 2008, provided by the Office of
Human Resources.
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Management Institute (LMI) Workforce Planning Analysis (October 2003), FTA
Customer Service Survey (May 2009), 2003 Delphi Study, workforce demographic data,
and workforce supply and demand data captured during Workforce Risk Analysis 3 and
scenario planning exercises using FTA workload models.

1.3 Goals
FTA used six workforce goals to drive the development of its 2007 Strategic Workforce
Plan. These goals included alterations and improvements to organizational structure,
improvements to existing business processes, enhancement of critical skills for existing
workforce, preparation for retirements and loss of experienced workforce, improvement
of management and leadership competencies, and improvement of performance
management practices. The majority of these goals are consistent with the goals of this
2009 Strategic Workforce Plan update and represent the range of possible initiatives to
address ongoing workforce challenges at FTA

Booz Allen Hamilton
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2. Methodology
FTA conducted an in-depth assessment of the workforce, key work areas at risk, and
strategies to close mission-critical gaps. The workforce analysis leveraged existing FTA
reports and documentation, HQ and Regional workload models, a Workforce Risk
Analysis survey, and working sessions with FTA's Executive Management T earn (EMT).
Figure 2-1 illustrates the process and is followed by a summary description of the
activities performed to update the workforce plan.
Figure 2-1: Workforce Analysis: Five-Step Approach
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Step 1: Understand Lines of Business
FTA identified drivers (e.g. , number of grants, number of congressional committees and
hearings, etc.) that affect work requirements and key tasks performed against these
drivers. This model of the agency's work was used as the basis for conducting the
workforce analysis.
Step 2: Analyze Workforce Supply
FTA conducted a workforce supply analysis to assess the attributes of the workforce,
focusing on five critical occupational series: Transportation Specialists, Community
Planners, General Engineers, Computer Specialists, and Contract Specialists. In the
workforce supply analysis, current size, mix, and key workforce trends were identified
and evaluated. Specifically, FTA reviewed the current personnel data to profile the
workforce and evaluate retirement eligibility. In addition, FTA conducted a Workforce
Risk Analysis using a structured survey for the EMT to complete. The survey added ·
context to the basic profiles and retirement analysis, providing a more complete picture
of the current workforce and the state of FTA's workforce management practices.
Step 3: Analyze Workforce Demand
FTA conducted a workload analysis to document how work is currently distributed
across the organization and to identify changes in work requirements due to shifting
demand and existing unmet requirements. Defining this "demand" state for the needed
workforce set the stage for comparing demand with current workforce supply and
conducting a gap analysis as described in Step 4.
FTA senior leadership developed two distinct workload scenarios to collect and identify
baseline and scenario workload risk areas across the agency. FTA ran an Existing
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Quality Issues planning scenario to address areas in which FTA is currently
experiencing deficits in resources (e.g., areas of work that are currently understaffed to
meet requirements) and a Stimulus Package scenario to represent a specific
"situational" change that has a significant impact on workload. 5 FTA used workload
models agency-wide to run these two scenarios and to analyze and quantify the shifts
between HQ and Regions and among functions.

Step 4: Analyze Workforce Gap/Risk
Using the full complement of data from the steps outlined above, FTA identified
workforce gaps and risks, and prioritized them through working sessions with the EMT.
These priorities formed the basis for the action plan outlined in this report.

Step 5: Develop Workforce Recommendations
In this final step, FTA considered the priority gaps and risks and evaluated current
human capital and business process improvement initiatives and programs to identify
opportunities to leverage and build on existing efforts to address the priorities. An
action plan was then developed that included milestones and evidence-based outcomes
so that FTA can focus its efforts on priority gaps and risks, and track and manage
progress throughout the year.

5 Existing Quality Issues Scenario: Included a set of conditions related to the quality of work and coverage based on current the
state. The goal of this scenario was to "size" the current quality issues by identifying areas that have the most significant risk. HQ
Offices and Regions added necessary FTE and/or redistributed existing FTE to shift these work areas from "At Risk" to "Risk
Managed." Stimulus Package Scenario: Included a set of conditions related to ARRA to "size" the impact of the stimulus package
by identifying changes in workload driver levels and FTE distribution in the workload models.
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3. Environmental Scan
To provide necessary environmental context for this Strategic Workforce Plan, FTA
conducted analyses of performance against key metrics, a customer service survey,
and a strategic-level workforce risk analysis. These analyses provided additional
perspective on FTA's operating environment and helped guide the EMT in its
assessment of priorities and the development of the action plan outlined in this
document.

3.1 Workforce Risk Analysis-Overview
FTA conducted a Workforce Risk Analysis with the EMT. This analysis was completed
using a structured survey that allowed FTA to capture information on a broad set of
factors that influence workforce risk, including changes in work requirements that affect
the number and type of workforce FTA needs, the stability and proficiency of the current
workforce, and the strength of FTA's workforce management practices. The survey
enabled FTA to see how these four factors affect the balance between workforce
requirements and the workforce available to do the work, and the degree of workforce
risk the organization faces as a result of any imbalance. 6
Figure 3-1 illustrates FTA's aggregated survey results for each of the workforce risk
factors. Overall, managers' responses indicated a moderate to high level of risk across
the organization regarding the degree of change in work and workforce requirements.
The Workforce Health and Workforce Management Practices factors were rated
consistently at a moderate level of risk across almost all the offices. In general,
Regional participant responses suggested higher risk than HQ office participant
responses.
Figure 3-1: Workforce Risk Factor Aggregated Results
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6 The Workforce Risk Analysis survey was completed by 23 of 32 members of FTA's EMT. Of the respondents, 9 were from HQ
offices, and 14 were from Regiona I offices. Most of the Regional offices had two representatives take the survey.
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The results of the workforce risk analysis suggested that FTA is not only at risk from
significant changes to its work (e.g., increased complexity and volume), but also from
existing workforce health issues (e.g., proficiency and experience mix of current
workforce) and a lack of strong workforce management practices. This combination or
profile of risk suggests that FTA must look to a diverse set of solutions to address the
imbalance it is experiencing between the work requirements and the workforce it has
available to do that work. Adding resources alone will not fully address the risks
identified by this survey. Mitigation strategies must be developed to shore up the skills
and experience mix of the current workforce and improve workforce management
practices so that FTA has the workforce and the management framework to effectively
deal with expanding work requirements. Further details on the workforce risk analysis
are presented in Appendix
3.2 Customer Service Survey Results
FTA reviewed the findings from its most recent Customer Satisfaction Survey (May
2009) to gain additional perspective for this workforce plan update. The survey found
that customers appeared to be generally satisfied with the services they received from
FTA, both at HQ and in the Regions. However, during the May 27, 2009, EMT meeting,
discussed further in Section 6, managers indicated that FTA's in-house technical
expertise, the organization's ability to provide oversight, the Regions' ability to support
transit/metropolitan planning, and the Region's ability to manage grants were key areas
of concern. The survey results confirm the EMT's concerns and are in line with the
workload scenario and Workforce Risk Analysis results showing that FTA does not have
sufficient workforce bench strength and is struggling to keep up with changing workload
demands. Details highlighting the survey results can be found in Appendix C. These
areas of concern were also identified as part of the FTA competency analysis within the
2007 Workforce Plan which can be found in Appendix B. FTA did not update these
competency gaps as they are still representative of the types of competency gaps FTA
faces today.
3.3 Performance Measures
In addition to the risk analysis and customer satisfaction survey, FTA reviewed
performance against key measures for additional operational context. To identify
workload backlogs and highlight potential gaps between workforce supply and
workforce demand, FTA's performance was assessed against four key activities, as
identified by the quarterly Transit Trend reports.
Overall, the performance metrics indicated that while FTA was able to meet its grants
management performance targets, the organization fell short of meeting performance
targets related to report reviews and closing out of report findings. This shortfall signifies
a potential workforce gap in the number, proficiency, and/or experience mix of the
workforce. Table 3-1 below presents the findings of this analysis.
Table 3-1: Performance Measures
Activity

Booz Allen Hamilton
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Activity
Grants Processing-All grants
should be awarded within 36
days.

Performance Metrics

•

For the first three quarter of 2008, only 1-2 Regions did not meet
this requirement (4008, only 1 Region failed to meet this
requirement.

•

In 2008, 4 programs (of 17) did not meet this requirement.

Grant Closeout-95 percent of
goals should be closed out by
September 30, 2008.

•

Only 1 Region and 1 HQ office did not meet this requirement.

Triennial Report Reviews-95
percent of report reviews
should be completed within 30
days.

•
•

In 3008, 3 Regions failed to meet this requirement.

Triennial Report Findings-80
percent of findings should be
closed out with 30 days of due
date.

•

Booz Allen Hamilton

In 4008, 5 Regions failed to meet this requirement.

(Data was not available for 1008 or 2008.)
In 40008 (data was not available for other quarters), 6 Regions
failed to meet this requirement.
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4. FTA Workforce Supply
As of September 30, 2008, FTA had 515 permanent and temporary employees. While
the workforce has remained relatively stable over the past 5 years, an annual attrition
rate of 9 percent for FY08 (up from 7 percent in FY07) combined with notable retirement
eligibility threatens to put further strain on an already stretched workforce. According to
FTA's workforce data, 25 percent of employees are currently eligible to retire, and an
additional 21 percent will be eligible in the next 5 years. This means that between now
and 2014, FTA could potentially lose up to 46 percent of its workforce to retirement
alone.
To better understand the current and future state of FTA's workforce supply, an in-depth
analysis of the organization's five mission-critical occupational series, which represent
50 percent of FTA's total workforce, was conducted. At a high level, the analysis
revealed that by the year 2014, 41 percent of employees in critical occupational series
will be eligible to retire (22 percent are currently eligible). Table 4-1 below summarizes
these five occupations, key supply analysis findings, implications, and potential focus
areas. More detailed analysis of each critical occupational series can be found in
Appendix A.
Table
Critical Occupation/ OPM
Handbook Description
Transportation Specialist:
Advise on, supervise, or
perform work that involves
two or more specialized
transportation functions or
other transportation work not
included in any other series
of the qroup
General Engineer:
Responsible for "managing,
supervising, leading and/or
performing professional
engineering and scientific
work."
Community Planner:
Responsible for planning and
"developing the art and
science of planning" for
communities (e.g. cities,
counties, regions, etc.).
Planners are tasked with the
identification the community
needs and the design and
implementation of programs
to address those needs."
Contract Specialist:
"Manage, supervise, perform
or develop policies and
procedures for the

Booz Allen Hamilton
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Critical Occupation Key Findings

Key Findings

Implications

Focus Area

Thirty-eight percent of the
staff is eligible to retire
within 5 years.

Key staff and valuable
institutional knowledge
could potentially be lost.

Succession
Planning,
Knowledge
Management

Very few entry level/early
career engineers are on
staff. Thirty-three percent of
engineers are eligible to
retire within 5 years.

Key staff and valuable
institutional knowledge
could potentially be lost.

Recruiting,
Succession
Planning,
Knowledge
Management

The majority of staff is early
to mid-career.

There is potential to instill
knowledge in entry
level/early career
employees.

Knowledge
Management

Experience levels and
retirement eligibility appear
well balanced within this
series.

Like many organizations,
FTA could struggle with
recruiting and retaining
qualified Contract

Recruiting
Knowledge
Management
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procurement of supplies,
services, construction or
research and development
using formal advertising or
negotiation procedures, the
evaluation of contract price
proposals and the
administration or termination
or close out of contracts."
Computer Specialist:
Responsible for the
development, delivery and
administration of information
technology systems and
services.

FTA Office of Administration

Specialists.

The workforce is young;
and employees are not
eligible to retire for at least
20 years.

A focus on training and
development will ensure
a sufficient pipeline of
Computer Specialists.

Training,
Development
and Succession
Planning

The findings of the workforce supply analysis validated the concerns raised by
participants in the Workforce Risk Analysis survey. According to the survey results,
managers were particularly concerned about the retirement eligibility of staff in critical
occupational series, the difficulty in backfilling vacant positions, and the under-utilization
of established knowledge management practices. According to the survey, it can take
FTA as long as 12 weeks to backfill a vacant position, due in large part to inefficient
candidate sourcing strategies. Once appropriate resources are in place, mechanisms
for effectively capturing and sharing knowledge are not being used, causing duplication
of effort and the potential for significant loss of institutional knowledge. According to
FTA's recent Knowledge Management audit, FTA lacks incentives to facilitate
information sharing, easy-to-access knowledge management points of contact, and
knowledge management education and awareness. 7 The recommendations outlined in
Section 7 are designed to address these concerns and facilitate the revisions and
improvements to FTA's current recruiting and knowledge management practices.

7
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5. Workload Demand Analysis
FTA conducted an organization-wide workload demand analysis to understand the
anticipated changes in the nature, type, and/or quantity of the work, such as changes to
existing work, new work, and/or increases, decreases, or surges in workload. FTA
identified and quantified key work areas experiencing major shifts in workload by
running workload planning scenarios to identify the FTE gaps that exists between the
workload the organization must manage and the workforce resources it has to perform
that work. In addition, FTA integrated the scenario and Workforce Risk Analysis results
to examine the workload impact on specific organizations, work requirements, and work
volatility.
FTA used the HQ workload model construct to run workload scenarios for both HQ and
the Regions. 8 EMT members outlined two distinct scenarios independent of one
another to perform course-of-action, "what-if' analysis to understand the nature and size
of the gaps and risks FTA may face due to demands on the current available workforce.
FTA ran an Existing Quality Issues planning scenario to address areas in which FTA is
currently experiencing deficits in resources (e.g., areas of work that are currently
understaffed to meet requirements). FTA also ran a Stimulus Package scenario to
represent a specific "situational" change that has a significant impact on workload. 5
Details of the workload planning scenario results can be found in Appendix E.

5.1

Workload Scenario Key Results

FTA had an overall FTE gap of 85.6 FTEs for the Stimulus Package scenario and an
FTE gap of 92.4 for the Existing Quality Issues scenario. 9 In general, HQ and Regional
FTE gaps were similar, indicating the quality of work and coverage at both HQ and the
Regions were equally affected. More than half of the HQ and Regional offices identified
different core work areas as being "at risk" for the Stimulus Package and Existing
Quality Issues scenarios, suggesting that additional workload brought on by ARRA
creates new workload imbalances while intensifying existing issues.
While most of FTA is impacted by the Stimulus Package scenario, the HQ offices for
Office of Civil Rights (TCR), Office of Program Management (TPM), and Office of
Communications and Congressional Affairs (TCA), and Regional offices for Regional
Office 1 (TR0-01 ), Regional Office 10 {TR0-10), and Regional Office 4 (TR0-04) had
the highest FTE gaps. These HQ and Regional offices were primarily affected by
Stimulus Package scenario conditions that included increased funding amounts, grants,
and programs.
The HQ offices for Office of Budget and Policy (TBP Policy), TPM, and Office of
Planning and Environment (TPE), and Regional offices TR0-10, TR0-04, and Regional

8 FTA used the workload planning model that Booz Allen developed for the HQ offices to support workload analysis and planning
scenarios to meet agency priorities, core missions, and strategic objectives.
9 The FTE gap is a computation of the difference between the organization's total current baseline FTE and total scenario FTE in
terms of the FTE count or as the percentage of the FTE gap.
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Office 2 (TR0-02) had the highest FTE gaps for the Existing Quality Issues scenario.
These HQ and Regional offices were detennined to be "at risk" because their program
requirements were not being fully met, they had significant work backlog, and their
workforce capability was or will be affected. For example, these HQ offices indicated
policy research and communications were not often conducted; oversight program
implementation was sub-optimal; and guidance, workshops, and technical assistance
on planning, new starts, and National Environmental Protection Act (NEPA)
requirements were lacking. Similarly, these Regions indicated environmental and
grants management and oversight were all lacking; retirement-eligible staff was a
concern (e.g., potential loss of financial expertise); technical oversight and assistance
was lacking; and financial status reports (FSRs) and milestone progress reports needed
to be reviewed.
Based on the planning scenario results, the FTE gaps in the offices with the highest
FTE differen~es as a percentage for each scenario are outlined in Table 5-1. For the
HQ offices, only two offices - the Office of Program Management (TPM) and Office of
Planning and Environment (TPE) -- had the highest FTE gaps in both scenarios.
Conversely, most of the Regional offices (TR0-10, TR0-01, TR0-02, and TR0-04) had
the highest FTE gaps for both scenarios.
Table 5-1: Summary of Workload Scenario FTE Gaps

Stimulus Package Scenario Results

. ..

~~~.~·:.:.~.~~\~}~-~ ~/' -.-~::·~~~~;~~\ :~ ~:'~::~~~.:~I~Jr~

:·~ -~ ~;_·,~~

-~

. '· ff·:; ,k\ .w: ~ ~ ~~~~1 ~ :!~ '~.~ ~!j~r~~:~,'!"'l!IUl\l~~Rlflll
1

Office

FTE
Difference

FTE
Difference
Percentage

Region

FTE
Difference

FTE
Difference
Percentage

TCR

9.6

36%

TR0-01

4.7

33%

TPM

23.7

28%

TR0-10

5.6

32%

TCA

3.2

26%

TR0-04

6.0

22%

TAD
Procurement

2.7

17%

TR0-05

4.9

19%

TPE

6.4

15%

TR0-02

4.0

17%

TBP Policy

2.6

41%

TR0-10

7.7

44%

TPM

27.7

33%

TR0-04

11.1

41%

TPE

12.0

28%

TR0-02

4.8

21%

TADIT

1.9

17%

TR0-09

6.0

12%

TRI

5.6

13%

TR0-01

1.7

9%
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6. Integrated Workforce Gap Analysis
6.1 Identification of Key Workforce Issues
Using the results of the two planning scenarios (further supported by the Workforce Risk
Analysis findings), the EMT met in May 2009 to discuss the key workforce issues and
gaps. During this meeting, participants identified four key work areas at risk. The gaps
in these areas exist as a result of a combination of increased workload, skill gaps, and
lack of strong workforce management practices. In addition, these areas primarily use
mission-critical occupations to accomplish work, further contributing to risk, given the
demographic profiles of this population and its projected retirement eligibility. Several of
these gaps were identified in previous studies, indicating that these are systemic issues
at FTA.
Table 6-1 below shows these work areas and key data points, providing context and
sources of risk. Appendix E provides more detailed EMT meeting notes and
discussions about the HQ and Regional offices at highest risk of FTE gaps.
Table 6-1: Work Areas with Highest Risk

Work Area At
Risk
Project and
Program
Oversight
Related
Workforce:
•Engineers
•Transportation
Specialists
•Community
Planners

Skill Gap
•Writing
•Oral
Communications
•Writing

Risk/Concerns
•Magnitude of
work makes it
difficult to provide
adequate
projectlprogram
oversight.

•Analysis
•Project
Management
•Contract
Management

• Civil Rights

• In the past, the
FTA staff served
as generalists; as
programs become
more complex,
more specialized
expertise is
required.

Management
Practices
• Poor pipeline
practices in
particular with
engineers and a
subset of
Community
Planners that have
environmental
expertise

Similar Findings
• FTA FY 2007
Workforce Plan
•·Strategic Plan
2009-2014

•Inability of
Community
Planners in regions
to keep current with
their skill sets
because they are
diverted by grants
processing
• Inability of senior
leaders to manage
because mid-level
leaders do not have
enough deep bench
strength/expertise

Tech
Assistance and
Guidance

Booz Allen Hamilton

•Writing (e.g.,
technical
documents such
as FTA circulars

•In-house
resources are
insufficient-too
strong a reliance

15

•Knowledge
Management
practices are not

• FTA FY 2007
Workforce Plan
• FTA FY2008
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Work Area At
Risk
(e.g., third-party
contracting,
environmental,
project
management,
and civil rights)
Related
Workforce:
•Transportation
Specialists

Skill Gap
and guidance,
policy, and
procedural/rules
documents)
•Analysis (e.g.,
regulatory)

Risk/Concerns
on contractors.
• More time needs
to be spent on the
provision of
systemic, agencywide guidance.

•Oral
Communications

• Need to ensure
some basic level
of consistent
program delivery
at regional level

• IT Skills (TEAM)

• Resources are
insufficient to
conduct timely,
thorough reviews.

•Community
Planners to a
lesser degree
1102

Grants
Administration

FTA Office of Administration

• Data Analysis
Related
Workforce:
• Transportation
Specialists

•Writing (e.g.,
briefings to
Congress)

•Community
Planners

•Oral
Communications

•Engineers

• Development
and Application
of Research
(e.g., needs to
be current on
technologies)

•Grants
Management

Related
Workforce:

Booz Allen Hamilton

•IT skills
•Writing
• Knowledge of
FAR

• There is no process
or mechanism to
search for
information held by
staff, and capture
and transfer
institutional
knowledge (e.g.,
lacking consistent
guidance across
regions, apply
global FTA
requirements to
transit programs,
level boarding,
special programs,
ADA])
• Inconsistent
implementation of
grants management
business process
across regions
(e.g., how to justify
approval for grants,
inconsistent
application of
standards, more
complex projects)

Similar Findings
Workforce/
Succession
Plan Update
• Delphi Study

• FTA FY 2007
Workforce Plan
• LMI Workforce
Planning
Analysis

•Knowledge
Management (e.g.,
many turnovers,
issues framing work
deficit, lacking
depth of bench
strength, unable to
review quarterly
reports due to
workload)

•Project
Management
and oversight

Contract
Administration
and
Management

Management
Practices
well established

• Additional
resources/training
are needed in the
field to better
understand and
execute

16

• Insufficient
enterprise-wide
Learning and
Development for
technical and
management

• FTA FY 2007
Workforce Plan
• FTA FY 2008
Workforce/
Succession
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Work Area At
Risk
•All (including
1102s)

Booz Allen Hamilton

Skill Gap
requirements
• Performance
based
contracting

FTA Office of Administration

Risk/Concerns
responsibilities
associated with
contract
management.
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Management
Practices
leadership- (e.g.,
little/no training
available on
contract
management or
leadership
capabilities)

Similar Findings
Plan Update
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7. Conclusions and Action Plan
7.1 Conclusions
As each section in this report indicates, and the integrated gap analysis summarizes,
there is a significant misalignment between FTA's current workforce resources and work
demand. This misalignment is due to a confluence of factors that affect FTA's ability to
meet the increasing complexity and volume of work with the size, composition, and skill
levels of the existing workforce.
To ensure FTA can successfully meet the existing requirements, as well as the new
demands related to ARRA, additional resources must be added, and/or the scope and
volume of program work must be downsized. FTA is currently at risk of not meeting
core agency functional responsibilities. The organization must further prioritize the gaps
and identify those areas most critically in need of additional FTEs.
In addition, because resources are currently limited (e.g., management time, training
budgets, etc.), it is important to prioritize and target human capital initiatives to address
the remaining gaps, rather than institute organization-wide initiatives. While FTA has a
strong foundation of existing initiatives aimed at improving and expanding upon existing
workforce management practices, an increased emphasis must be placed on key areas,
with sufficient leadership engagement to ensure that action plans are executed and
milestones are reached.
Lastly, FTA must balance near-term requirements with long-term needs. Leadership
must factor in the retirement eligibility of its mission-critical workforce and the
succession/pipeline planning needed to grow the experienced workforce it needs to
administer and manage complex and diverse transit programs-balancing these needs
while making strategic hires to shore up capability and bench strength in key technical
areas.

7.2 Action Plan
The overarching goal of this action plan is to tactically address the key risk areas and
gaps outlined in Section 6, leveraging and prioritizing existing initiatives, and meeting
near-term needs with the future in mind. Table 7-1 below outlines the goals, objectives,
tasks, and milestones that the FTA EMT has committed to undertake during the next
year.
Table 7-1: Action Plan Summary
Goal 1: Optimize existing workforce by improving skill alignment and proficiency of existing staff
to better meet changing work requirements of FTA
Objective

Tasks

Leverage and
build on existing
knowledge
management

... e.g. ---use Susan's effort as
example---ensure that it has
tangible outcomes for involvement
and use-tied to performance plans

Booz Allen Hamilton

Q1
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Q2

Q3

Q4
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initiatives and
targeted IDPs to
shore up
technical depth
and bench
strength of
existing staff
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of mid-level and senior managers
.... e.g. pick another element of
existing knowledge management
strategy/goals to address any one
of the deficits (project oversight/civil
rights )-helping folks become those
specialists through knowledge
sharing and targeted
growth/development of key staff.
For example, Grants A to Z is an
effort to compile, distill and adopt
the best practices from all over the
agency, to present a product which
has agency-wide buy-in for how
FTA reviews, awards, and manages
FTA grants.

Address
organizationwide skill deficits
in writing, analysis,
and contracts
administration and
management
Goal 1: Optimize use of additional FTE in risk/gap areas to address the most significant workload
issues and technical expertise deficits

Objective

Use x% of
additional FTE in
grants
administration
and processing
to address
workload gaps,
add to overall
bench strength,
and ease
succession
planning
constraints
Use% of
additional FTE to
increase technical
depth in key areas
at HQ and

Booz Allen Hamilton

Tasks

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

e.g., Validate workload data from
scenario exercise and distribute (x)
FTEs to Regions X, Y, and Z, and
to HQ offices X, Y, and Z
e.g., Re-run scenarios after 6
months to evaluate 1) how much
this addition of staff has offset
community planners' time in
Regions, 2) how much time this
addition of staff has offset increased
ability of HQ to issue
guidance/sops/oversight products in
timely way
e.g., Use workload data to validate
specific organizations/positions in
the Regions and in TPE, TPM, and
X that require additional
engineering, planning, and
environmental policy expertise, 3rc1
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Regions
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party contracting, project as well as
program management, data
analysis .....
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Appendix A Current Workforce Distribution and Composition
This section describes the FTA workforce supply distribution and composition of the
five critical occupational series reviewed for this Strategic Workforce Plan. FTA has
258 FTEs for the five critical occupational series. Within each occupational series, a
brief description of the occupational role, breakdown by office, breakdown by age, and
retirement eligibility is presented.
Figure A- 1 below depicts the number of employees in each critical occupational
series. Most FTA employees (131) are in the Transportation Specialist series with the
fewest employees (5) in the Computer Specialist series.
Figure A- 1: Critical Occupational Series Breakdown
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Figure A- 2 below represents the geographic distribution of critical staff. As the graphic
depicts, with the exception of Community Planners, the majority of the staff for each
occupational series resides at HQ.
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Figure A- 2: Geographic Distribution of Critical Occupational Series
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Occupational Series

Transportation Specialists (2101)
According to the OPM Handbook of Occupational Groups and Families, the role of the
Transportation Specialist series is to "advise on, supervise, or perform work that
involves two or more specialized transportation functions or other transportation work
not included in any other series of the group."
Figure A- 3 shows the distribution of Transportation Specialists by Office. The majority
of Transportation Specialists reside in the Research, Design and Innovation and
Safety and Security offices.

Booz Allen Hamilton
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Figure A- 3: Transportation Specialist Breakdown by Office
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Within the Transportation Specialist series, more than 50% of staff are between the
ages of 41 and 60 as shown in Figure A- 4. This finding suggests a strong potential
for the loss of institutional knowledge if knowledge management practices are not
effectively executed.

Figure A- 4: Breakdown by Age - Transportation Specialist
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Figure A- 5 shows 52% of FTA's Transportation Specialists are retirement eligible
within the next five years. When age and retirement eligibility is combined, Knowledge
Management becomes an even greater risk. If FTA is not able to hire adequately
skilled staff to replace retiring employees and transfer institutional knowledge, the
organization may not have the resources necessary to meet current, let alone future,
work demand.

Figure A- 5: Retirement Eligibility - Transportation Specialist
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Community Planner (0020)
According to the OPM Handbook of Occupational Groups and Families, this series
pertains to professional positions responsible for planning and "developing the art and
science of planning" for communities (e.g. cities, counties, regions, etc.). Planners are
tasked with the identification the community needs and the design and implementation
of programs to address those needs.
While the majority of Community Planners reside at HQ, in the Office of Planning and
Environment, Community Planners are also present in each Region.
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Figure A- 6: Community Planner Breakdown by Office
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The majority of Community Planners appear to be mid-career, that is they are between
the ages of 31 and 50.
Figure A- 7: Breakdown by Age - Community Planner
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As expected, based on the age breakdown depicted in Figure A- 7 above and Figure
A- 8 below, only about a quarter of the Community Planners will be eligible to retire
within the next five years. This is a positive finding for FTA as it means that the threat
of loss of human capital and knowledge is not as severe for this occupational series.
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Figure A· 8: Retirement Eligibility- Community Planner
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7.2.2 General Engineer (0801)
According to the OPM Handbook of Occupational Groups and Families, General
Engineers are responsible for "managing, supervising, leading and/or performing
professional engineering and scientific work. These positions require the knowledge
and skills of at least two of OPM's professional engineering series.
The majority of Engineers reside in HQ, more specifically the Office of Engineering
and the Office of Research, Demonstration and lnnovati.on. Each Region also has at
least one Engineer on staff, while Region 2 has 7. The large number of engineers in
Region 2 is likely a reflection of the complex and costly projects managed by the
Region (e.g., New York City's Subway system).
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Figure A- 9: Engineer Breakdown by Office
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While FTA has a fair number of mid-career engineers (aged 31-50), it has only four
early career engineers (25-30 years old) which could indicate or lead to an insufficient
pipeline of qualified Engineers.
Figure A-10: Engineer Breakdown by Office
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When paired with the number of mid to senior career level Engineers, the retirement
statistics for FTA's Engineers are notable. Within the next five years, at least a third of
FTA's Engineers are eligible to retire. To prepare for a possible retirement surge, FTA
needs to assess its hiring and development of entry level/early career Engineers to
ensure the organization's pipeline of Engineers is sufficient to meet current and
expected future work demand.
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Figure A- 11: Retirement Eligibility - Engineer
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Contract Specialist (1102)

According to the OPM Handbook of Occupational Groups and Families, the Contract
Specialist series pertains to the positions that "manage, supervise, perform or develop
policies and procedures for the procurement of supplies, services, construction or
research and development using formal advertising or negotiation procedures, the
evaluation of contract price proposals and the administration or termination or close
out of contracts."
Procurement requests from both HQ and Regions are handled by the eight person
Office of Procurement located at HQ. Based upon the age breakdown shown in Figure
A- 12 below, FTA's Procurement workforce appears relatively well balanced.
Approximately half of the workforce is early to mid-career (i.e. under the age of 40)
and the other half is late mid to late career. This balance would suggest that while the
Procurement Office's staffing levels may not be optimal (nearly all Government
agencies suffer from a shortage of Contract Specialists) they are well staffed in terms
of years of experience. To capitalize on this, it is essential that FTA has in place
structured mentoring or knowledge sharing practices that will allow more seasoned
workers to teach the younger, less experienced workers as well as key staff in other
offices that manage contracts.
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Figure A- 12: Breakdown by Age - Contract Specialist
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Unlike many of the other critical occupational series, the retirement timeline for FTA's
Contract Specialists is quite long, however, 25% of Contract Specialists are eligible to
retire within five years. This should provide FTA with sufficient time in which to grow
and develop its pipeline of qualified Contract Specialists.
Figure A- 13: Retirement Eligibility- Contract Specialist
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Computer Specialist (2210)

According to the OPM Handbook of Occupational Groups and Families, Computer
Specialists are responsible for the development, delivery and administration of
information technology systems and services.
Boaz Allen Hamilton
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As with the Contracts/Procurement function, the Computer Specialist function is also
centralized at HQ, in the Office of Information Technology. This occupational series
was also similar to the Contract Specialist series in that the age breakdown of staff
appears to be well distributed in terms of age. While there are only 5 Computer
specialists, the majority are mid career with an equal number of early and late career
specialists ..
Figure A-14: Breakdown by Age- Computer Specialist
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The retirement timeline for Computer Specialists is even longer than that of the
Contract Specialists. No Computer Specialist is eligible to retire within the next five
years and this majority will not be eligible for at least 20 years.
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Figure A- 15: Retirement Eligibility- Computer Specialist
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Appendix B Core Competencies and Competency Gaps
For this 2009 Workforce Plan update, a separate competency analysis was not
conducted . However, previous competency analyses noted in the 2007 Workforce
Plan are still representative of the types of competency gaps FTA faces today. The
Customer Service Survey results and EMT meeting on May 27, 2009 listed some of
the same competency areas as a concern for FTA.
As part of the competency analysis for the 2007 workforce plan, three sets of
competency data were analyzed, including information from a manager assessment in
2000, a Delphi study conducted in 2003, and an study completed by LMI during their
analysis of the FTA workforce in 2002-2003.
A comparison of the results from these three sources of data shows a significant
correlation in the skills and competencies that are deficient in the FTA workforce.
Table B - 1 shows this comparison.
Table B -1: Comparison of Competency Gap Data Sources

Core Skill or Competency

Communication skills (analytical
writing, technical writing, oral
communication)
Contract

managem~nt

Project management
Problem solving

2000 Workforce
Plan

Delphi Study

2003 LMI Workforce
Analysis

x

x

x

x
x
x

x
x

x
x
x

x

x

Analytical thinking (analysis and
interpretation of data)
TeamJng/partnering

x

IT skills (knowledge and use of
current software and systems such
as TEAM, FASTTRACK, PRISM)

x

x

As part of the 2007 study, FTA management designated these core competencies as
top priority rating them among the most important for most of the key job series:
analytical thinking, written and verbal communication skills, problem solving, and
project and contract management.
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Appendix C Customer Service Survey Results Highlights
Table C - 1 provides highlights of the Customer Satisfaction Survey results conducted
in May 2009. 10 These survey result details support the concerns communicated by the
EMT during the May 27, 2009 meeting. Specifically with respect to the key areas in
technical expertise, the organization's ability to provide oversight, and the Region's
ability to plan and manage grants.
Table C -1: FTA Customer Service Survey Results Highlight
02. Please indicate the type of agency for which you are completing this survey.
Majority of customers (54.0%) were transit agencies, though responses were received from all customer
types (Metropolitan Planning Organizations, State Transportation Agency, Native American Tribe, Other
Public Agency, Private Company, Not-for-profit Agency, Other)
04. Please use the following questions to report on your experiences in the last 12 months with
your FTA Regional Office
The overall quality of FT A services to you as a
customer?

72.1 % were very satisfied or satisfied

The courtesy of FTA's staff?

83.5% were satisfied or very satisfied

The capability of FTA's staff?

75. 7% were satisfied or very satisfied

Ease of doing business with FTA compared to
other Federal agencies?

56.0% were satisfied or very satisfied

The extent FTA assesses the impact on
customer satisfaction when FTA changes a
process?

41.0% % were satisfied or very satisfied

The effectiveness of communications between
your organization and FTA staff?

71.2% were satisfied or very satisfied

The availability of FTA's technical services?

67.4% were satisfied or very satisfied respectively

The ability of FTA Staff to provide on-site
technical services or participate in on-site
meetings?
The quality of FTA's technical services?
FTA's grant approval process?

60. 0% were satisfied or very satisfied respectively

FTA's grant management process?
The capability of FTA oversight consultant

48.4% were satisfied or very satisfied

10 The Customer Service Survey satisfaction level response selection included: Very Satisfied, Satisfied, Neutral, Dissatisfied,
Very Satisfied, and Not Applicable. For the Regional results, customers selected a range be lween 13% to 46% for either Neutral
or Not Applicable for questions in section 04. For the HQ results, approximately 45% selected either Neutral or Not Applicable for
the questions in section 05.
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The overall quality of FTA services to you as a
customer?

49.0% for very satisfied or satisfied

The courtesy of FTA's staff?

57 .1 % were satisfied or very satisfied

The capability of FT A's staff?

52.8% were satisfied or very satisfied

Ease of doing business with FTA compared to
other Federal agencies?

39. 7% were satisfied or very satisfied

The extent FTA assesses the impact on
customer satisfaction when FTA changes a
process?

30.4% % were satisfied or very satisfied

The effectiveness of communications between
your organization and FTA staff?

46.8% were satisfied or very satisfied

The availability of FTA's technical services?

40.0% were satisfied or very satisfied

The quality of FTA's technical services?
The capability of FTA oversight consultant
services?

49.0% were satisfied or very satisfied
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Appendix D Workforce Risk Analysis
The EMT participated in a Workforce Risk Analysis 3 survey that evaluated several risk
factors which impact the balance between work requirements and available workforce.
This risk analysis explored four key workforce factors and their sub-factors which are
detailed in this Appendix. Listed below in Table D - 1 are the definitions of the
Workforce Risk Analysis terms.
Table D - 1: Workforce Risk Analysis Survey Glossary
TERM

Impact to Work

Workforce Reauirements

Workforce Health

Exoerience
Proficiency

Stabilitv

Workforce Management
Practices

Alignment

Government Footprint

Knowledge Management

Booz Allen Hamilton

DEFINITION
Refers to the specific drivers (i.e. internal/external influences
such as budget, customer, etc.) that create a change in work
content, volume or how the work is accomplished
Refers to the number and type of workforce needed to do the
work (e.g., requires new skill set that does not currently exist,
makes some skills obsolete, etc.)
Refers to the adequacy of the current workforce to support the
work of the organization; adequacy is evaluated in terms of
stability (e.g., risk of turnover or actual turnover and vacancy),
proficiency (e.g., adequate capability in required skill areas),
and experience (e.g., adequate depth of skill and appropriate
tenure mix of junior-, mid-, and senior-level employees to
suooort work and ongoing developmenUsuccession over time)
As an evaluation factor for workforce health, Experience refers
to the degree to which the depth of skill, tenure mix, and
distribution of experience in the organization meets the
oraanization's needs
As an evaluation factor for workforce health, Proficiency refers
to the degree to which the workforce is adequately skilled and
able to master new skills as needed
As an evaluation factor that influences workforce health,
Stability refers to the degree to which an organization
experiences changes in the workforce supply due to turnover
and/or potential for turnover
Refers to the policies, programs, and/or activities that an
organization employs to manage its workforce and ensure that
there are a sufficient number of skilled workforce available to
accomplish the work requirements of the oroanization
As an evaluation factor for workforce management practices,
Alignment refers to the organization's ability to match the
available workforce to work requirements, and realign
resources to work as needed
As an evaluation factor for workforce management practices,
Government Footprint refers to how well established and
distributed the government (e.g. civilian and/or military)
workforce is to provide sufficient technical insight and
management oversight for contractor support
As an evaluation factor for workforce management practices,
Knowledge Management refers to the extent to which the
organization utilizes programs and practices to capture,
organize, and communicate knowledge obtained by the
workforce in the course of their work to ensure retention and
transfer of institutional knowledge
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TERM

DEFINITION
As an evaluation factor for workforce management practices,
Learning and Development refers to the organization's ability
to effectively grow workforce capabilities through a wide range
of formal and informal mechanisms
As an evaluation factor that influences workforce management
practices, Pipeline refers to the organization's ability to fill
vacancies using established sourcing strategies that provide
qualified candidates, and the organization's ability to onboard
new workforce effectively
As an evaluation factor that influences workforce management
practices, Planning refers to the organization's use of data to
plan for and manage workforce alignment and make workforce
decisions as part of an established plannina process

Learning and Development

Pipeline

Plannina

FTA Workforce Risk Analysis Detailed Results
FTA's overall results showed a moderate to high level of risk across each workforce
risk factors: Impact to Workload , Workforce Requirements, Workforce Health, and
Workforce Management Practices.
Regarding the workload drivers that impact their work, a majority of participants (21
out of 23) were in agreement as to the organization's main workload drivers and
selected Mission/Priority Change, Budget, Oversight/ Policy/ Stakeholders, and
Business Process. Far fewer participants expressed Geography and Organizational
Structure as a key workload driver.
Figure D - 1 illustrates the total number of participants that selected each driver.
Figure D -1 : Workload Drivers
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Figure D - 2 presents the results for the Impact to Work factor where respondents
specified that the change in work volume was the highest area of risk with 83% of
participants designating it as high risk. FTA also rated both Change in Work Content
and Change in How Work is Accomplished as moderate to high risk. Comparing HQ
and Region responses, the Regions appeared to be more concerned than HQ about
the impact of Changes to Work Volume (with a 93% high risk rating) and How Work is
Accomplished (with a 29% high risk rating). However, the Region responses for the
changes to work content nearly mirrors that of HQ.
Figure D - 2: Impact to Work
Impact to Work Sub-Factor Risk Score as Percentage of Respondents
I

Change in Work Content

Change in Work Volume

17%

Change in How Work is
Accomplished

57%
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A change to the work, particularly in terms of volume, will have an impact on the
organization's workforce requirements. In other words, changing workload will require
FTA to adapt and shape its workforce to maintain balance between workload
requirements and the available workforce. Figure D - 3 below presents the results of
the Workforce Requirements factor in the Workforce Risk Analysis. According to
participants, the highest risk area was the need for additional staff with current skill
sets. In addition, a moderate risk of 55% was also associated with the need for new
skill sets; i.e., skills that do not currently exist in the organization. HQ expressed a
greater degree of need than Regions for more current skills as well as new skill sets.
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Figure D - 3: Workforce Requirements
Workforce Requirements Sub-Factor Risk Score as Percentage of Respondents
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Based on the high risk associated with changes to work volume and the need for more
of FTA's current skill sets, there is an imbalance between the workload and workforce
available to complete the work.
Results for the third workforce risk factor, Workforce Health, revealed that in general,
the risks in this area were slightly higher for the regions. Overall, a moderate risk rating
was given to Workforce Health with most concerns centering around Stability and
Proficiency of staff as shown in Figure D - 4. The response rating for Stability and
Proficiency implied a lack of sufficiency in managing attrition/turnover and vacancies
as well as in maintaining adequate capability in required skill areas. These concerns
suggested that the current workforce might be struggling to meet current and potential
future workload demands.
According to survey participants, FTA does experience turnover, as any organization
does, but when a position becomes vacant it often takes more than 12 weeks to find a
suitable replacement. Furthermore, managers expressed notable concern about the
retirement eligibility of staff, particularly in critical occupational series. This latter point
reflects the findings of the workforce supply analysis which revealed that retirement
eligibility is particularly high for two critical occupational series, Engineers and
Transportation Specialists. The fact that FTA could potentially lose a large portion of
its workforce .to retirement is further complicated by FTA's long lead time for backfilling
positions. In order to ensure that the organization has the resources it needs, in terms
of both quantity and quality, FTA needs to focus its efforts on the successful and timely
recruitment of job candidates.
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Figure D - 4: Workforce Health
Workforce Health Sub-Factor Risk Score as Percentage of Respondents
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FTA rated the last factor, Workforce Management Practices, at moderate risk across
all six of the management practices as shown in Figure D - 5. This moderate risk rating
indicated concern about the policies, programs, and/or activities employed to manage
FTA workforce. In both HQ and Regions, insufficient Knowledge Management was
the greatest concern and Learning and Development was of least concern.
Furthermore, most of the results for the remaining Management Practices sub-factors
Alignment, Government Footprint, Pipeline and Planning were similar in total risk
rating percentages with a moderate to high risk rating.
In the area of knowledge management, managers indicated that while knowledge
management mechanisms have been established , it is not utilized . This feedback
reinforces the findings of FTA's recent Knowledge Management audit which revealed
that FTA lacks incentives to facilitate information sharing, easy to access knowledge
management points of contact and knowledge management education and
awareness.7 Since knowledge management surfaced as a consideration and
implication for nearly all of FTA's critical occupational series, FTA needs to focus its
attention on the effective facilitation of knowledge sharing.
When it comes to securing a sufficient workforce pipeline, managers indicated
inefficient candidate sourcing strategies that often leave the organization struggling to
find candidates for key occupations. This is particularly significant in light of FTA's high
retirement eligibility numbers, particularly among Transportation Specialists and
Engineers which could potentially lose 45% of their workforce to retirement in the next
five years. In order to ensure a sufficient pipeline of qualified and experienced
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Transportation Specialists and Engineers, FTA needs to shore up its recruiting
strategies to facilitate the successful identification and capture of qualified candidates.
On a similar note, managers felt that FTA's workforce planning practices were not well
established which explains their lack of confidence in both knowledge management
and candidate sourcing. In developing this Strategic Workforce Plan, FTA is helping to
solidify its workforce planning practices and update the knowledge management and
recruiting practices to optimize the workforce it has, shore up needed skill areas, and
prepare for future requirements through adequate growth and development of its
workforce.
Figure D - 5: Workforce Management Practices
Workforce Management Practices Sub-Factor Risk Score as Percentage of Respondents
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Executive Management Team Meeting Notes. May 27, 2009

Discussion of Risk Areas
• Need more contract administration in the regions - in particular, more training is
required so that regional staff doesn't need to rely as heavily on Contract
Specialists and Administrators. Need more COTR expertise in the Regions
• Strong risk in regions and HQ around environmental associated with New Starts
- inadequate resources in terms of experience in the regions
• Notable potential loss of institutional knowledge due to retirements
• High Risk - oversight at HQ and regions, data analysis, environmental analysis,
succession planning - need for increased skill building
• Regions aren't doing what they are supposed to - they are good at developing
and executing grants, but aren't good at managing grants. In addition, they
don't do enough planning
• The absence of planning and data analysis capabilities are systemic problems
• Reauthorization is interested in sustainability - capacity for planning in FTA is
weak and TPE and Regions will feel it the most
• FTA needs a more strategic and tailored approach to oversight - it's not just in
TPM and field, it's across all offices.
• FTA needs to provide more technical assistance to customers - helping
customers get into compliance with the requirements that come with the federal
dollar
• The Regions need a healthier percentage of total workforce
• FTA needs to consider what it wants to become in the next generation - do they
want to continue to do grants or do they want to focus more on regulation?
• FTA needs to address the level of technical experts it has (need more)
• Use of consultants to help support/manage the workload and do core analysis
work is worrisome, need to bring that capability in-house
• FTA relies on consultants for routine services however the biggest bang for
consulting workforce is specialized and timely expertise - e.g engineering
oversight - PMO contracts is the best way to do that - can't keep skills current
if you try and do that in-house. Same for fT consultants.
• Need more economists and financial analysts - FTA is dealing with increasingly
sophisticated projects - it's a lot of work to figure out how to administer the
Public Partnership program - have relied on Contractors in the past, need
critical mass in house.
• Agency wants to move towards Malcolm Baldridge principles in terms of how
they manage themselves - TAD and TBP would be responsible for designing
the processes to enable that - this requires more resources than currently
available.
• TAD's workforce has dropped 10% over 12 years and one of the places that
they have had systemic brain drain was in the analytical area.
• Federal Human Capital Survey - some advancement, very much tied to
Baldridge efforts, need to have people in house that can keep Baldridge efforts
going.
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Writing skills - email has made writing worse, skill development in use of Excel,
data collection, developing charts
Need to integrate new talent in a different way
Need more effective recruiting - need to find a way to screen people to ensure
they are skilled in a variety of areas
Lack of bench strength to allow managers to manage and NOT do tactical work.
Better use of existing resources - have employees with skill sets that may be
underutilized.
Don't need to be held back by where people are located.
Quarterly Report Review - Regions do not have enough people to review
reports
Be more efficient with IT systems/processes so that they don't need to have as
many FTEs

Prioritization Discussion
• TCC Rulemaking - Nice to have, but not high priority
• TBP aren't the only ones that need to deal with GAO/IG reports
• Look into TBP audit/GAO/IG function later.
• At HQ - need someone who understands environmental policy - in region, it
varies, but in general they need a certain level of environmental expertise that is
not necessarily present in the region.
• Tech Assistance and Training- bench strength issue
• Planning - planners in Regions have indicated that % of time spent on planning
is much lower than grant making. Also a financial issue - don't have $ to send
people to training. In some regions, planners don't do any grants work so they
spend more time on planning. Larger regions with higher workload have
planners doing grant work.
• Financial and Economic expertise - FTA wide issue, in terms of understanding
sophisticated arrangements (e.g. new start bonding issues) the need is stronger
in HQ. In the region the concern may be either the potential loss of capability
due to retirement or the absence of the ability entirely. Some regions may need
the same capability as HQ due to complex grantees/grantee processes.
Regions need accounting expertise to help figure out the financial problems in
the field.
• With additional investment, FTA can turn the models into something more user
friendly.
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Workload Scenario Risk Results

Figure F - 1 through Figure F - 4 provides a summary of the HQ and Regional
Stimulus Package and Existing Quality Issues Scenario FTE gaps presented by office.
The HQ offices had a total FTE gap of 52.35 FTEs for the Stimulus Package Scenario.
Figure F -1: HQ Stimulus Scenario FTE Gaps
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For the Existing Quality Scenario, the HQ offices had a total FTE gap of 55.53 FTEs.
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Figure F - 2: HQ Existing Quality Scenario FTE Gaps
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The Regions had a total FTE gap of 33.25 FTEs for the Stimulus Package Scenario.
Figure F - 3: Region Stimulus Scenario FTE Gaps
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For the Existing Quality Issues Scenario, the Regions had a total FTE gap of 36.86
FTEs.
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Figure F • 4: Region Existing Quality Issues Scenario FTE Gaps
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In Figures F-1 through F-4, HQ and Regional scenario risk results are presented in the
order of the highest FTE gap as a percentage for each office. The "Office Work Areas
of Concern" lists the primary workload areas impacted by the scenario and their
scenario assumptions.
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Table F - 1: HQ Stimulus Package Scenario Risk Results
Offices with Total FTE % > 10%

~~~I.'L~:.t'.£~~~~~
TCR
·~
Task Groups
OrgTotals
• 'o}~-J Rights Prograi!l Reviews artd o ,....reight A¢.tivfti~
FTE

Difference

Baseline
Scenario
Demand

27.00

--

37.18

-10.18

Scenario Supply

36.68

Total FTE Difference as a %

-0.50

· ~·

'

.

'

'

Work Categories
•ADA
Scenario Condition
Assumptions
• Need People in Regions 4/5/9 to balance for the additional regional
employees and increase of grantees. In addition need additional
HQ employees to assist in policy developmen~ complaints and
compliance reviews .

36%

• Since the number of new grants is approximately half of the
number of total grants from FY 2008, indicates a 50% increase in
grant reviews. Civil Rights must review every grant application,
indicating a 50% increase of work. As a result of the increase in
number of grants, the number of compliance reviews would
increase approximately 50% too.
• Response to the increase in number of grants must be done in less
time than usual. This could indicate that the level of reviews are
not as thorouah as should be without additional resources.
l1:1p,1.:ifOUljlS

TPM

• Program fy1anag$1Ji$nt

OrgTotals
Difference
FTE
Baseline
84.00
Scenario
107.72
-23.72
Demand
Scenario Suoolv
107.72
0.00
Total FTE Difference as a %
28%

·

e;Regl~tral Off{ce ·T~tnAsslstano.EI

....

..

• Guidance, RL1les, Regulations

• Prvject·ManagernerytlTracklng/Reportlng
Work ·Categories
•Oversight
• Formula Programs
• Discretionary Programs
Scenario Condition
Assumptions
•Doubles size of program. In addition, funds are 100 percent Fed
match, shifting more risk to FTA
• Requires the acceleration of new guidance on allocation offunds,
accelerated grants delivery, and reporting
•Greater risk plus Administration's focus on transparency and
accountability require more diligent oversight
Unique Office
Assumotions
•TIGER Team/OIG/OST/OMB/GAO requires substantial meeting
attendenoe, response to requests, development of ARRA-specifc
products. Un precedent accountability and transparency
requirements
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Offices with Total FTE % > 10%
~~·J'..:..t~l1.:~2~~... - J.l.U::A~· -~-:~~
TCA
OrgTotals

Task Groups
FTE
12.50

Baseline
Scenario
15.79
Demand
15.79
Scenario Suoolv
Total FTE Difference as a %

• Communications f9r MedlaJWabslte

Difference

--

-3.29
0.00
26%

• Congresslonal Affairs for Managerrntn or tnciuiries
),,

Wt>rii: ~;tfegori9- •
• f'ublic Alfa rs & Communici!'tlons
Scenario Condition
Assumptions
• Increase of grant approvals, increase of Congressiona l inquiries
and responses, and addition of ARRA webpages will require staff to
do work.
• New programs will demand an increase in communications to
Congress, media and stakeholders
• TCA has four FTE currently on detail assignments. The work
normally done by these people is being absorbed by current staff.
Speechwriter is working for S1 until TOA-1 is confirmed and
Unique Office
Assumotions
• Have four FTE currently on detail assignments. The work normally
done by these people is being absorbed by current staff.
Speechwriter is working for S1 until TOA-1 is confirmed and
on board .

TAD Procurement

Task Groups

OrgTotals

Baseline
Scenario
Demand

-

Scenario Supply

FTE
15.75

Difference

18.47

-2.72

18.47

0.00

Total FTE Difference as a %

--

• Admln: Con~ct ~dtnlnis~auon
Work.Categories
• Procurement
Scenario Cond~ion
Assumptions

17%

• Due to the increased workoad due to Recovery Act., TAD-40 will
need 2 additional FTE's.
• Addttional oversight will requ ire addttional personnel to answer
• The effects of new programs will be felt in the number of inquiries
concerning compliance with FTA Circular 4220 .1F.
Unique Office
• Four FTE are currently away from the office on detail assignments.

TPE
OrgTotals

.T'a~Js ~l'!il.uPa
FTE

43 .20
Baseline
_.
,..__.Scenario
49.64
Demand
49.64
Scenario Suoolv
Total FTE Difference as a %

: • Provide G~neral i;.,chnieal ~sls!ance

Difference

--6.44

• ·Resi>Of.!d to C~ntr.olfed Corr&sppndenoe
Wc.rk Categories
• Human & Natural Enviorment
• Systems F.'lann ing

0.00
15%

-

Scenario Cond~ion
Assumptions
• Although only 12 New Starts projects are anticipated to receive
• TIPs mav be amended several times to incoroorate projects
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Offices with Total FTE % > 10%

~~-i:.L1.l~.tfil.:~~~.[£j~~.....~
TBP Policy
OrgTotals

Tasl< ,Groups
FTE
6 .30

Difference

Scenario
Demand

7.12

-0.82

Scenario Supply

7.12

0.00

Baseline

Work Categories
• Policy Review and Development

Total FTE Difference as a %

Scenario Condition
Assumptions
• New policy guidance for discretionary programs, as well as
guidance for the fundi"lg, in general, must be implmented through
• Policies and guidance will be needed to be decided and
implemented in a expeditious manner.

13%

• Anticipate new policy development efforts and inaease in quick
response requests.
• New program devebpment will require policy imput, plus
developmenVreview/implementation of new policies and guidance
Unique Office
Assumotions
•One FTE is currentlv on detail to another aoencv. Her work is
TADIT
OrgTotals
Difference
FTE
11.55
Baseline
Scenario
0.00
11 .55
Demand
12.80
1.25
Scenario Supply
Total FTE Difference as a %
11%

T~skGroup11

-

• Complex and Simple Level Project Management
• Contract Creation and Administration
Work Cafegories

• rnformatiOtl t e<:hn.oll;Jgy
Scenario Condition
Assumptions
•
•
•
•

Booz Allen Hamilton

Allows for hiring of add~ional people
Extra funds for contract modification and additional contractor work
Increased amount of activity on TEAM app6cation and OTRAK
Increased amount of work and contract modifications needed in a
shorter amount of time
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Offi ces with Total FTE % < 10%

~~~..G..!J.l.i:L;J;~"~i~~ifo.~~~'l•'Z~J'lE\ii.~~l:Zl'.i~.~~.r··~" ~~
TBP Performance Management
Ta~k -~r:C>\JPS

OrgTotals

Baseline
Scenario
Demand
Scenario Supply

FTE

Difference

7.00

_:::::___

7.52

-0.52

7.52

0.00

Total FTE Difference as a %

it- Audtt CoordlnaMn
Work C~tegories

•Performance Maflageroon!
Scenario Condlion
Assumptions
•Additional GAO, OIG , hotline, and single audits, additional analysis
• Number of quick response requests to support reporting wiR
• TBP resoonds to neaative findinas total imoact not clear as of vet

7%

TCC

T~Jl (3};~0~~

OrgTotals

Baseline
Scenario
Demand
Scenario Supply

FTE
37 .40

Difference

39.66

-2.26

39.66

0.00

--

Total FTE Difference as a %

:,

• ·Grant Appllca1ion:Review & .Appfoval (Ai'lalyslsLR.esearch,'Qll'nl<
.• '~·' . ~ ,. , ., ""'"CounseHnii. Oufl'$~ch(TA)
.
Weck CateQcilrl.e s:
• Litigation and Regional Operations
Scenario (;Gn()lbon
Assumptions
• In the long run this constraint is not appicable
• The increase is creatina overtime work in the reaional offices

6%

TRI
OrgTotals

,..,,.

(8J!ki$rolilj)S
FTE

Baseline
Scenario
Q~mand

43 .05

--

44.70

-1.65

--

Scenario Supply

• ProJiflct Adrilrriistrittian

Difference

-

44.70

• Special Projects
• Rel!earcli Oissemiota.tlon

.

'.

'"

• FTE;s arE! alloc;ated .un~er National R~search & Technology, but the
new Wo.ric; category ~s TIGG ER

0.00

Total FTE Difference as a %

4%

·'

Work Categories

Scenario Condlion
Assumptions
• $100M Energy (TIGGER) program .
•At least one FTE would be needed to carry out existing work and
the additional work.

TBP Strategic Planning
T a.Sk G roups

OrgTotals

Baseline
Sc enario
Demand
Scenario Supply

FTE
4.80

Difference

4.80

0.00

4.80

0.00

--

Total FTE Difference as a %
TAD Management Planning

e N/A

Work Categories

•NIA
Scellario r.;oooruon
Assumptions
• Does not effect the tasks mv office oerforms at this time

0%

Task Group$

OrgTotals

'.>''

• NIA
Baseline
Scenario
Demand

FTE
12.60

Difference

12.60

--

- - -- -

Scenario Supply

12.60

Total FTE Difference as a %

Booz Allen Hamilton

!-----

--

· wort<. categone.s

0.00

...

-

- --

0.00
0%

ef.iiJA

scenario Cot'ldition
Assumptions
•NIA, TAD-10 Office of Management Planning FTE Level will remain
the same
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Table F - 2: HQ Existing Quality Scenario Risk Results
Offices with Total FTE % > 10%
~~~...11~i!~~Ji1E'~~.,.\~.t;,~.:J.~\t~
TBP Policy
OrgTotals
Difference
FTE
6.30
Baseline
Scenario
0.00
6.30
Demand
2.60
Scenario Suoolv
8.90
41%
Total FTE Difference as a %

·• tciridbct& Rl!pon an'JTQl~y ~-atch,
·-~~~11 ,p0_1Jo~l=~r~~Ptv"J~Pht~t1t . ,. ,.
Work Categ9ries
• Polley Review and Development
Scenario Condition
Assumptions
• Policy research and communications are not often conducted due to lack of
time/staff.
•Communication of policy efforts is often not completed; website is very
dated.
•One FTE is currently on detail to an outside agency. Her work (financial
analysis) is currently being covered by several other FTA staff in other
offices or put on hold until her return.

TPM
OrgTotals
FTE

84.00
Baseline
Scenario
111.78
Demand
111.78
Scenario Supply
Total FTE Difference as a %

Tlisk Gtqapi>

• Ptograin M•,,.gttmenl
:r
• '.P~ofect:Maha9e(nel'ltl'Fratkih91~1i'9.rt111gi,

Difference

-

• (iluldanc;e, Rules1 R~ulS.tions

-27.78

"·•

~-:p;~f!tt~P,ll(lepren~~o~.i'lofRepot!JI\.

0.00
33%

'

Work Cat119orles

s: :::.., ~~~~,,J

"1 .-

!''.

•Oversight
•Implementing Agency Initiatives (Special Projects)

Scenario Condition
Assumptions
• Modeled FTE levels will susbtantially eliminate backlog
• Assumptions reflect TPM desire to improve is to double the capacity and
quality of its oversight programs and be responsive to an increasing
number of agency inititalves and improvements
•Assumed Increase in workload also reflective of Administration's priorities
and focus on accountability and transparency
Unique Office
Assumotions
•Desire to double our oversight capacity and be responsive to an increasing
number of aoencv initiatives and imorovements.

Boaz Allen Hamilton
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Offices with Total FTE ''• > 10%

~~~.;:.~~~11~,J_.W67Jii:i.:~~~
TPE
ifa{IJ< Group$

OrgTotals
FTE
43.20
Baseline
Scenario
47.10
Demand
55.21
Scenario Supply
Total FTE Difference as a %

• Prepare/Ol~s.emlnate. lodusfry Guid.ano.e
• ~rovlcle Teehnicat Assistance -on New Starts/St"nall-StartS
• Conduct Outreach Meetihg.s/Worksh~ps

Difference

-3.90
8.11
28%

-

...

·, ~.-

..., . .. t

.• Mar.raiieS!ll~l.8{/IJt_oJeo~

Work' Categorl.es
•
•
•
•

.Planning Methods
Project Plannl~
Systems. Planning
Humao & Natural Environment

Seen iO 0ooo1tion
Assumptions
• TPE should be doing significantly more guidance/workshops/tech assist on
planning, New Starts, and NEPA requirements; more FTEs are needed. In
addition, additional research on planning issues should be performed .
• SAFETEA-LU indicates that DOT shall establish a program to measure and
report on progress toward improving the planning and environmental review
process. TPE does not currently have the capability to do this.
• TPE should be preparing additional reports to Congress on planning and
environmental processes per direction In SAFETEA- LU
• TPE should be doing additional research on travel forecasting and other
technical planning methods. This would involve additional contracts.
• Understanding of NEPA in the regional offices Is lacking. Expertise resides
at HQ and thus more staff needed for guidance/tech assist. Slmilar1y,
regional offices do not have time to do planning reviews necessary.
TADIT
OrgTotals
Baseline
Scenario
Demand
Scenario Supply

:t~'SK:q)utJPJ•

FTE
11 .55

Difference

11 .55

0.00

13.50

1.95

Total FTE Difference as a %

-

i

.wo&ca~or.l!(e

• srm1l11r ~lsfrlb\!{lort ~f. ~.dd!f16nal n~ -~~s: rirG1st'1)1$1<. 9tpaps·
• Information Technology

·-·

Scenario Condition
Assumptions

• Allows for additional hiring actions
•Lack of enough fully qualified contract managers and project managers to
meet any additional needs or to allow focus on existing problems other than
in a "maintain at current level" amount of LOE

17%

•Security/Audit requirements, budgetary data calls, and Earned Value
Management requirements will impact in the coming years
•While backlog is not signifcant there Is a lack of available LOE available to
focus on future planning and to get out of "reactive" mode to issues
• Potential retirements
• EVM will be a laroer issue
TRI
Task <Proups

OrgTotals
FTE
Baseline
Scenario
~!!'land

43.05
45.43

Scenario Supply
48.71
Total FTE Difference as a %

Difference

• Research Program Management
• Proj ect Management
• Special Projects

-2.38
3.28
13%

·• Researoli .Disssmlriatron
Work Categories
• National Research$ Technology Program
• National Transit Institute
• Intelligent Transportation Systems
scenario Condition
Assumptions
•There Is work that TRI currently does not do that it should be doing,
however it is constrained by its current levels of FTE. Information
Dissemination is one major area.
•There are some areas where TRI lacks skills that should be developed
• Workforce development and the continued development of research related
to environmental and energy Issues is expected to grow.
• TRI currently has five supervisors , but would be better suited with 6.
•Major areas of work Include workforce development (Including National
Transit Institute), the Fuel Cell Bus Program (which continues to grow),
oroaram manaoement and research dissemination.

Booz Allen Hamilton
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Offices with Total FTE % > 10%
~:,:.W.tCT..~L~.~~~~f.L ·~~7.r;:;:.~'J.!..:"'.7""'~ ·-·:::J1bW~~
TCA
irll$K Group$
OrgTotals
...
• Cbtnmu'!lcatrolis farMedfil\IV\13.slta
FTE
Difference
12.50
Baseline
• ¢0ng~~'Stiloa•1 Aff' k$ fot<Ms~~Mm'1'\t ~ lrtctl.llrles
Scenario
12.50
0.00
Work Categories
Demand
1.50
Scenario Su
14.00
• Public Affairs & Communications
• Congressional Affairs
12%
Total FTE Difference as a %
Scenario Condition
Assumptions
•Due to increased regular assignments work is being put on hold .
• Current work not able to be completed with availability of current number of
staff.

Unique Office
Assumptions
•TAD IT has potential retirements
TAD Procurement
OrgTotals
Baseline
Scenario

FTE
15.75

Difference

17.25

•1 .50

Demand~~~-1--~~~-__,f--~~--1

Scenario Supply

17.25

0.00

.. '"
., · ?~fraeli~~~ .
'

•. •

~r0cure~am

Scenarici Condition
~sumptions

•Due to the data provided, TAD-40 will need an additional 2 FTE's.
•Suggested Increase in personnel will shift this condition from At Risk to
Risk Managed.
All o a re · eme t
·11 b
Offices with Total F TE '•, < 10%
~~f~~~c::.W....il:..I.J.1~~-c~~n~~~i:{t.',..;;;,~{..,\i; ••~:-...~.:..: <'.:..•• 1.~~~\\f'.J~~~~k~
Total FTE Difference as a %

10%

.. .

T R

Ta&k Groups ·
Difference
Work ,Categories

• ADA

-2.46
-0.43
Total FTE Difference as a %

8%

Scenario Condition
Assumptions
•Additional FTEs are needed to assist in the development of policy,
complaint investigations and compliance reviews because of the increase
focus of oversight activities per Congress and the current Admin.
• Each year# of grants and grantees increase significantly. Without
additional FTEs the level of civil rights oversight may not be as thorough as
it should be.
• On average, TCR receives 160+ complaints a year, but only close about
75 because of the complexity of civil rights compliance.
• DOT ciVil rights regulations are constantly amended, therefore requiring
constant technical assistance by TCR to their recipients, so they don't fall
behind.
• Civil Rights has the unique role of working for the beneficiaries (riding
public) as opposed for the recipients (transit properties). This often goes
a ainst what re ional and HQ offices would prefer.

Booz Allen Hamiffon
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Offi c.e s with rot al FTE "/, < 10%
~1..2:'.7..'.\hl!..Llll~~..!Klj;kli:f_.II:l1Jrti.i.~~~
TCC
OrgTotals
,..
FTE
Difference
Work :Categories
37.40
Baseline
Scenario
• Litigation and Regional Operations
37.40
0.00
,,\ . ~ ,(,·. ;~.. .=~·~
Demand
Scenario Condition
0.50
Scenario Supply
37.90
Assumptions

Total FTE Difference as a %
TAD Manaoement Plannino
OrgTotals
FTE
12.60
Baseline

scenario

Demand _
Scenario Supply

Work Categprles

o.oo

12.60

0.00

7.60

Total FTE Difference as a %

TBP Strateoic Plannino
OrgTotals
FTE
4.80
Baseline
Scenario
4.80
Demand
Scenario Supply

4.80

Total FTE Difference as a %

~mno ·GohOmon
Assumptions
•NIA, TAD-10 Office of Management Planning FTE Level will remain the
same

0%

TBP Performance Manaoement
OrgTotals
FTE
Difference
Baseline
7.60
Scenario
7.60
0.00
Demand
Scenario Supply

• NIA

Difference

12.60

Total FTE Difference as a %

•Litigation is a discrete risk that could be mitigated by an additional .5 FTE.

1%

Taa Groups

• NIA

-

Wor'lr. Categori

0.00

Scenario Condition
Assumptions

$

•NIA

0%

• Wasn't sure how to enter this but my main problem at the moment is that
the one person I have assigned to Audits (GAO; OIG, and hotline
complaints) is unable to keep up with the workload . Could use another
• Definitely short of staff in the audit response area (hotlines, OIG, GAO and
single audits)
•Am not keeping up with audit requirements, need another staff for this.
• Have a work backlog in the audit area, assigned staff is not able to keep up
• My staff has the necessary skills
•My staff count includes the position I am interviewing for.

Difference

•

•NIA

0.00
0.00

0%

A

Scenario Cond Ion
Assumptions
• Does not impact my office, if current FTE allowance is fully staffed, unless

_

_._.~

Boaz Allen Hamilton
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Table F - 3: Region Stimulus Package Risk Results
Offices wrth Total FTE % > 10%
~<::.l.\;~"''Y!"i"~~
TR0-01
OrgTotals

.ask Groups
FTE

Ba seine
Scenario
Demand

.-

Difference

14]0

• Pre-application
•Post-award and close-out (e.g., _
b udget revision, qtrly ~ ngs,
financial and milestone reports, monitor grantee's fund slalus
• Attend meetings

-

19.48

-4.78

19.48

0 .00

• Coflldl!ctpre-JJWat'd1,._war.¢ P:O!il-i:l~td and tloseout.grant -actillfties
Scenario Supply

!lnq attertd/ooud~ ~tlr.igsref'1t~lfto non-tra~l\iO)'lal project

isslJeCI
Total FTE Difference as a %

33%

-

Work Categories

Scena~o Condition

• TR0-01

-

Assumptions
• Region I has assumed an additional $500 million in total ARRA
funding based on Federa Register Notice and anticipation of
discretionary TIGGER and lntermodal fundilg .
• Region I has assumed that we will process an additional 141 grants
as a result of ARRA.
Region I has assumed that we will process an adcitional 25 TIP
actions as a result of ARRA.
• Region I has assumed that we will process an addtional 15 STIP
actions as a result of ARRA.
TR0-10
OrgTotals

Tas~

Scenario Supply

• FTE diatrlbutlO'n &ClOIS. t~sK !1f:t>\J:PS ~il;I. notfnclud9' non~FTAl!='TE
resource$ whi~ r~o.10 has used '$\clce 199~. Overtime im;l!.lded.
FTE. ba~1~ · ·.
• Adrnin; HUJrian.,Cap!Utl

Difference

FTE
Base fine
sC:enario
Demand

Groups

17.76
23.42

-

• Prei.eviard and award'

-5.66

23.42

Total FTE Difference as a %

• Sch~dule, reviews , conduct. de_sk audlt,, li.tten:d review, revlew
flndlng11 In otralt, wortt With gra.nteesto closut findings and review
receipt of a-f33 reports and ffr:ldlryQs with eo_gr!i%ang·agency

0.00
32%

Work Categories
• TR0-1 0
Scenario Condition
Assumptions
• Baseline does include TR0-10 IPAs we've had since 98 to backfill
for lack of FTEs and business plan
• Took TR010 amt related to ARRA and estimated, plus amount of
new ffs:1as in costs
• Incorporated related to tro10 and business plan
• TIPs are not approved by FTA. Staff currently does not have ability
to provide comments and with ARRA would unikely be able to
increase any effort in this area, other than new MPO development
and required TIP process
• Region 1O has 4 STIPS with amendments the reviews increased to
48 - 12 amendments per state. Some are higher some are less.
Transfer funds from FHWA included . Included UPWP
• STIP reviews doubled. Include UPWP
• Push to complete env't so projec1s are shovel ready. 2nd wave will
be more difficult for larger projects. Currently seeing that
schedules are being accelerated so they could have an emit
decsion to be eliaible
• Include double assuming ARRA funds are discretely advm inistered.
Included larger assistance to tribes since TR0-10 has the majority
nation wide . Additional small starts assistance
• The ·programs are not new so doulje the number of relevant
orantees
Unique Office
Assumotions
•IPA, 6002 staff assistance. Env't laws - ESA increases workload
from routine projects, more NS under development

Booz Allen Hamilton
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Offices w ith Total FTE % > 10%
~l:.i.lr.:r.:..:~;~~»~~.~...:.c.r~.~t:L>=r~
TR0-04
Task Groups
OrgTotals
• Pre-Awan:I (e.g. P!annlng~ and Award
FTE
Difference
• Discuss type of NEPA Action with grantee, review document,
27 .40
Base fine
document finding , provide comments and mitigation follow-up
Scenario
• Schedule reviews, gather Information prior to review, attend review,
-8.59
35.99
Demand
write report. and follow-up
• lo TEAM add new users or moc;flfy ·information ;~irt ECHO establish
-2.59
new accourts, susp-end or rejec\ prlvlleges, modify lnformatipn,
Scenario Supply
33.40
assist new grantees in getting DUNS numbfl'
22%
Total FTE Difference as a o/o
Work Categories
• TR0-04
Scenario Condition
Assumptions
• We need to recuit faster. WE are not fully staffed. Currently,
system is slow and has little flexibility in the recruitment process,
you can only select from the top three in each grade.
• The amount of funding does not always dictate the woritload.
However, we typically receive process 1/10 of the agency's annual
budget in grant funding . grants, but it presents a temendous
leaming curve for FTA staff and the grantees.
• New grants in these categories has a tremendous effect on the
workload
• We have several MPOs in Region 4, so this dictates the# of TIPS.
HOwever, the# of TIPS is less significant than the #of STIP acton
is because we do not approve TIPs.
r,

• While there are 8 STIPS in Region IV, the workload is more
effected by the number of STIP actions. ARRA creasted more
STIP actions because ofamendments and modificaitons that
require our review.
• We do not allocate funding . However, the pumber of days to
obligate is hard to quantify because it depends on when the clock
starts. Does this refer to the agency's timeframe to
allocate/apportion funds?
• For grantees who do not close findings in a timely basis, we may
have to provide additional oversight and trips. Possible 4 to 6 add'I
PSR reviews and appox 8-10 retum trips (5% of our grantees).
• The number of new programs is an excelent trigger to workload .
Not only does it create new
Unique Office
Assumptions
• We are currently recruiting an General Engineer. TEAM system
should be updated, current TEAM format is difficult to review
grants. Difficult to capture all activities associated withe
review/approval of UPWPs, STIPs, & PCRs
TR0-05
OrgTotals

Task Groups
FTE
26.75

Baseine
Scenario
31 .73
Demand
31 .71
Scenario Suoolv
Total FTE Difference as a %

Difference

• Grant Awards
• Pre•Appllcation
• Post Award/Grant Management

-4.98
-0.03
19%

Work Categories
'"•

• TRQ.()5

Scenario Condition
Assumptions

-

• I need 6 more FTE's.

Booz Allen Hamilton
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Offices with Total FTE % > 10%

~~~~0~!.l.J~-~~1l!J.J;a1:::x,:.;·.;--~.:.~
TR0-02

Baseline
Scenario
Demand

Org 1otals
FTE
23.10

Scenario Supply

TllSK GtJClps

-

29.12

-6.02

27.10

-2.02

Total FTE Difference as a %

• Crea~ed subgro~Pll for PreAwartf, PdstAwarif and -Oloseoci

Difference

Vfor'ic ·caiegortes
eTR0•02
Scenario oonclition
Assumptions

17%

General Comment: Difference In scenario demand and supply
reflects the minimum staff needed to do the iob.
• An unconsrnined FTE would allow the Region to hire the
necessary staff to meet the demand of the ARRA program w/o
adverse impact to existing staff.
• The Region will recieve a significant portion of these funds thereby
requiring additional staff to administer this new program
• The Region anticipates 60 to 70 new grants including 2 for FFGAs.
These grants will have a multitude of projects within them requiring
additional staff to provide the detailed oversight required
•There are a significant number of new TIP amendments that need
to be done as a result of the program . Pin rs have been working
with grantees and MPOs to ensure proper vetting and public
review.
• Same as stated for the TIPs. 1-2 new planners are needed for this
•The time line requires staff to set aside standard activity and focus
on reviewing ARRA related activity. Much of our traditionaly
scheduled activity has been reschedlJed or pushed back until the
ARRA orants have been approved
• To property provide the required oversight for the program
additional usage of the PMOC will be necessary along with the
hiril'l!l of additional staff.
•The new programs require additional staff in order to respond
effectively.

TR0-07
OrgTotals

Task Gl'QUP!t .
FTE

Baseline

12.00

Scenario
13.44
Demand
13.44
Scenario Suoolv
Total FTE Difference as a %

t: Pre-A~ 11nd Award

Difference

• Dlaci.isa af NEP'A$ctfon With grantee, tevfew dQPllln9Jlt, <lo~mert
•'
(lndlng, provide comments amd mltlgauonfottow.up

-1.44
0.00
12%

Work Categories
• TR0-07
Scenario Condition
Assumptions
• Need one additional person \:> monitor ARRA Grants requirements.
• Will need an additional oerson for this activitv.

TR0-09
OrgTota ls

iTaSk Group.s
FTE

28.60
·Scenario
31.45
Demand
31.45
Scenario Suoolv
Total FTE Difference as a %
Baseline

• Pte·Award1e.s . PJaMtng) and ~!XI

Difference

• .Po11t-award and cl~kl.jt (e.g., b.Uilg~ te.VlslC!Q, qtrty meetings,

-2.85
0.00
10%

'

financial ~nd ml.ie.ion• retiortiJ, fll.Qnltor .Qra11t8"s fi.llld status>

Work Categories
e TR0-09
Scenario Condition
Assumptions
•Over $1 Billion comes to Region IX grantees.
•Approx 158 grants will be obligated from the ARRA program
addition.
• Additional and more "robusf' oversight and monitor needs will be
required to follow the added 158 grants.
• A large number to add to the existing model.
Unique Office
Assumptions
• LAMO (Los Angeles Metropolitan Office) reports to the San
Francisco Region IX office and handles approx 1/3 the Region IX
grant program in LA county. An added 1 FTE in LAMO and 2
FTE's in SF are the anticipated needed folks .

Booz Allen Hamilton
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Rea1onal Offices with Total FTE % < 10%
~JD.:l.IJ..: D~~~~4:~~~-·~--.· ~$'~

TR0-06
i:ask GroLtps

OrgTotals

• Pre-award (e .g .. Planning) and Award
Ba seine
Scenario
Demand
Scenario Supply

FTE
18.90

Difference

20 .67

-1.77

20.67

0.00

Total FTE Difference as a %

-

,,...

".,.._ ,

Wol)l.·Ca~gpn~s

•TR0-06
::;cenario Cooo1110,n
Assumptions
• Estimated# of new grants: 1 NS, 3 FGM, 73 5307/5311 ; 25 tribal ,
10 enerav
• TIP revisions required and STIP revisions
• Actually only 1/2. We will probably need to amend many grants to
add second haf of funds .
• Assume quarterly meetings for all grantees w/ construction
oroiects. indudinci states
• Same planning requinnents, extra grant application requirements,
new reporting requirements will need to be addressed

9%

TR0-08
OrgTotals
Baseine
Scenario
Demand

. .,.,

·T_l#lt (]torlf)S'
FTE
12.00

Difference

12.90

-0.90

13.00

0.10

Scenario Supply

Total FTE Difference as a %

-

waik~ttlQbile.S

• Pre-a~['l;I· (•·Sl»'f'1$trrilng) 11ntl A~~

·
• TR0 -08

::;cenario L:ondltion
Assumptions
• We looked at the lewl of FTE needed rather than thinking aboti
the FTE being unconstrained .
• Will increase the number of grants we process and the number of
open grants.

8%

Unique Office
Assu mptions
• One FTE is currently on detail to another agency. Her work is
currently being handled by a variety of staff from throughout the
agency or on hokl pending her return .
TR0-03
OrgTotals

Tasl( Groups
FTE
27.00

Ba seine
Scenario
27.81
Demand
27 .81
Scenario Suoolv
Total FTE Difference as a %

• Grant Processing

Difference

-0.81
0.00
3%

•· Overslgh~

Work Categories
• TR0 -03

--~·

Scenario Condition
Assumptions
• Hire additional staff for the extra work 2) Funding for additioan work
should be taken from this amount 3) Region 3 would expect 60
additional grants and the administrative work and planning work
• Funding for addltioan work should be taken from this amount
• Region 3 would expect 60 additional grants and the admiristrative
work and planning work associated with each grant. Additional staff
is required
• Region 3 would expect 60 additional grants and the admiristrative
work and planning work associated with each grant. Additional staff
is required
• The review of the amended STIPs will require additional staff
• Additional Staff review is required
• Guidance to the grantees and training fro employees to process the
grants
• FTA should hire additioanl staff to monitor this special program
• Guidance and training on new programs plus new staff to assist in
administering the program
Unique Office
Assumptions
• Depending on the numba- of grants to be processed the staff is
requested to assist in the grant processing in order to insure lhe
fundina for our oran• e
00
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Table F - 4:Region Existing Quality Issues Scenario Risk Results
Offices with Total FTE % > 10%

~8~'.ii?~~~~;I,&'~

TR0-10
Task Gn;1ups

OrgTotals

• F'T'E dl$tribl.liion acn;isS>;~k gro1.1.p$.d.<t-are ltio~diJ'O npn..

1-

F=TAli;:T~ .resoutGe&\Whlcll ar.e· s.oteJi:i:ft~I to T

FTE
17.60

Baseine
Scenario
25.35
Demand
Scenario Sunnlv
25.35
Total FTE Difference as a %

.said t6.rep911-wlth totat·autt:iop•dt
• Preawan:j, awat,ij; p!fst awa~d ef~t,Jt

--

.015cuss·~ of .MEPA a«lon.. ,
grant.ea, f~ doctunen~
dor:umertt ftndt"!ij ~rb'{ide. eomi:nen_t~ al\d mi't~•t1on:fullow·up

-7.75
0.00
44%

.

OAO ~peratlons.

i::'tE lncludes af. ·tn 20Eijl aQtlialy had 14,S. FTe:but lnslnietlons

IDifference

II

-

Work Categories
• TR0-10
Scenario Condition
Assumptions
• Based on TR0-10 Business plan & existing Practice with IPA,
6002 contractor,studerts between 98 and 09. Need 3 Env't, 1
financia~ 1 grant processor, 1 admin/clerk, 1 TPS, 1 attorney
advisor
• Risk is env't, grants mgmt/osighl Env't in what is developed and
havng staff expertise to review documentation. Meet regs &
currently not doing osight to HQ desire - sampling of certain
threshokls. Little osight on bus earmarks. Tribal coukl be a risk in
the future. TR0-1 O has the largest amount of tribal grants.
• Env't regulations, quarterlies, monitor grants per regulations and
common rule.
• Numbers provided initially as baseline were drastically inaccurate.
From the base to the scenario huge gaps - hardest hit Env't.
osight, tribal, smalVrural, plannilg, New Starts, predevelopment.
• 25% staff eligible to retire today. if so, loose finanical expert, cost
center manager and primary grant processor. In 3 years (amout
of time to become proficient) 38%. 5 years 50%. Drastically need
succession plannin!l and cross trainina.
•Joint FTNFHWA projects. Ferry expertise. Alaska uniqueness of
Bush projects. IT/Lan troubleshoot.
Unique Office
Assumptions
• To fill staffing chalenges since 98 TR010 has used IPAs,
students, 6002 contractors, and others to compensate for lack of
FTEs but still try to do the bare minimum to meet requirements.
We rec'd a 2nd enoineer in 2009

TR0-04
OrgTotals

TaskOroups
FTE

Baseine
::;cenano

DP.m:md
Scenario Supply

27.40

!

Total FTE Difference as a %

--

Work Categories
• TR0-04

0.00

27.40
38.50

• Additlofl\11.FTEs &nf dl$tiibuted ~s lhe seven standat1· task

' Difference

iI
I

11 .10

Scenario Condition
Assumptions
• If the level is unconstrained, increased personnel can be used to
support oversight, visit more grantees, provide more technical
oversight and assistance and provide training to new emploi,ees.
• We have many new staff that are new to the Federal Government
and to FTA . Routine and grantees priorities must be shifted to
accommodate training for few staff.
• Unable to provide maximum participation in Triennial Reviews
and other grantee activites.

41%

•Work backlog due to retirement of seasoned employees.
• With recent staff attrition, a lot of time is necessarily spent on
training new staff.
• We currenUy have a General Engineer vacancy
Unique Office
Assumptions
•We currently have a General Engineer vacancy; have two recent
GE and one Community Planner new hire. This office has
sustained significant recent senior emolovee retirements.
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Offtces wt th Total FTE % > 10%
~ilL~".11;~'.~~,...,,-~r~.l."1!.L~~~
TR0-02
Org1otals

Task Groups

,-

•Created aep.arate-ftlsk 9ro11ps fdr pre-award, ·post award, and'
cltis4!01,1t and !'ffl~cated by certall'l·dlivers but dl'd not change the
dtfvers

I

Baseline
Scenario
Demand
Scenario Supply

FTE
23.10

Difference

25.04

-1.94

27.99

--

I

Total FTE Difference as a %

2.95

Work Categories
• TR0-02

Scenario Condiion
Assumptions

•

21%

•

•

•

•
•

GENERAL COMMENT: Increased scenario supply because since
driver quantities didn't always change,I needed to reflect areas
where extra work is required and to reflect that the 3
megaprojects put a demand on TR02 not reflected in formula
An unconstrained FTE would allow us to conduct quarterly
progress meetings with all grantees; increase oversight of
FFGAs, increase our involvement with MPOs, issue more
environmental findings and spend more time on management
Pre-award-post award review due to high# of 1x granteess;
mitigation follow up to NEPA actions; post award oversight on
FFGAs;maintain high FTE on grant process;increase FTE on
open 11rant &FFGA
Review of all progress reports/FSRs; qtr1y progress review
meetings w/all grantees;performing appropriate oversight
reviews;quarter1y meeting with MPOs
With addiion of ARRA, regular grants are being deferred to
102010; progress meetings are being postponed, more cursory
review of oversight documents, customoer service is being
directed to ARRA activities
Recruit new Director of Operations and an Administrative Officer
due to potential retirement; 2 newTO Ms are needed now to
PMOC transition;staff training to perform New Starts risk
assessments and PEP management, no time for knowledge
management, in depeth analysis, routine management

Unique Office
Assumptions
• There is a present Community Planner vacancy;need for and
additional engeneEr; more TOM tralnng; project management
training ; may need community plamer w/modeling and/or finance
back!l round .
TR0-09
OrgTota ls
Base fine

Task Groups
1-1 1::

umerence

28.60

--

Scenario
28.60
Demand
I
Scenario Sunnill
34.60
Total FTE Difference as a %

•Pre-Award (e.g. Planning) and Award
•Post-award and dose-out (e.g., budget revision , qtr1y meetings,
financial and milestone reports, monitor grantee's fund status)
•Pre-award, award, post-award, and close-out

0.00
6.00
21%

Work Categories
• TR0-09
Scenario Condition
Assumptions
• Not that the program requirements are not fully met, but instead
the workload ratios to FTE are such that many requirements are
prioritized in accordance to critical palh needs, thus may be
deferred or tardy, but yet met.
• This is the largest condiion that suffers due to workload vs. FTE
ratios . The most affected duty that lags before is in the area of
oversight with over 110 open grants requiring reporting
observation
• The growing number of New Start projects, plus this region having
a combinatio n of 21 NS/SS projects in various stages makes the
workloads heavy in this high exposure/OIG viewed area.
Unique Office
Assumptions
• The Region IX San Francisco office also has the Los Angeles
Metropolitan Office over 300 miles away. LAMO oversees all of
LA county, and of which equals approx . 1/3 of this regions grant
program.
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Offic es with Total FTE % > 10%
~~luZ"•.f.t.\i~~l!i"... ·'·.T~J.~h.!iili.:u~

TR0-0 1
OrgTotals

Tas.K GrOUP$
• Pre·applleation

j

FTE
Baseine

Difference

·• Simllar.d,tatrioutlon o,f lldditioruil FJ:Es are acros$ most of other
task groups

14.70

~;o

Scenario
16.40
Demand
16 .40
Scenario Su
Total FTE Difference as a %

0.00
12%

Work Categories

e TR0-01
Scenario Condition
Assumptions
• We have assumed the no increase in FTE.
• We believe that we coukl meet workload requirements with the
additional FTA indicated .
• If our workforce is no longer skilled in areas that are required to
do a quality job or retire, we will have to increase training and/or
replace these workers with staff that have the skills. We need a
highly educated workforce
• We will have to closely monitor these emerging requirements and
hire and/.or train staff to ensure that they have the needed skills to

lllllllBDll lmJMdlol a

uar

'ob.

Task Groups

OrgTotals

FTE

1

Difference
Work Categories

18.90

Baseine
Scenario
Demand

20.66

-1.76

Scenario Supply

20.66

0.00

Total FTE Difference as a %

• Similar distrib,ution· ofai;tdltiona'I FT~s acl'.Oas ~sk grtiu~ : Pre•
award and ~ward.; PJ'$°-award, await!; post-award, and ·c1ose-o.ut;·
SchedlJe revje'ii~. conduct desltaUdtt, ~ttehd review, re11J$w
flndlngs {n OTRAK, 21~rt With grarwae!)·td·clQ"aeoll findings; al')d
rev.few ·rficefptof'A.-133 Reports (Qt R~ort) and finding!! wtth
cognl?.nt agency;ln ·TEAM· ad.dn~ .us.ecs or "'Odlfy
lnfom1ation; in ECHO - esta~llsh nl&w accolintS, suspend or rej~t
priviliges, modify lnfl)rm~tiori ; ass~t new granlee In getting DUNS
• TR0-06
:;cenario t.:ondition
Assumptions
• Increased level of work due to additional grantees in both
traditional and non-tradiitional programs for planners , grant
delivery, engineers and grant management.
• Staff insufficient to review all quarterly reports on a quarterly (or
annual) basis. Program continues to grow, but current staffing
level as not grown in preportion to workload .

9%

• Closeoit of grant and oversight findings has significant backlog.
Unique Office
Assumotions
• Planner Vacanc
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Task Groups
FTE
Base6ne
Scenario
Demand
Scenario Supply

Difference

28.00
30.47

-2.47

30.47

0.00

Total FTE Difference as a %

• New Starts (Planni19, Development. Oversight)
Work Categories
..,

,• .. ,

i

• TR0--05

sce111ario c.;onaltion
Assumptions

• I believe we would be able to comply with a majority of program
requirements and SO P's if we had a minimum of three more staff

9%

on a routine basis.
• We are most at risk in our inabiity to property monitor regular
grant reporting by grantees. Also, we do not have the capacity to
properly manage the large number of grantees that pose a risk to
the program.
• Competing priorities are a fact of a manager's work.
• This is very significant in this region. For example, we have the
highest number of opem grants. This needs to be overcome so
we can start managing program effectively.
• Over 50% of our office has less than three years seniority in the
FTA or in their current job. Knowkedge management, succession
planning, training and recruitment are all significant cha~enges.
• Safety, security, TOD, new programs, understanding of new
financial instruments, application of new technologies, innovative
transit solutions that emerge from grant recipients but do not fit
neatly in current program
Unique Office
Assumptions
•We have been doWl one office manager for half of my 3,.. yea r
tenure. We have had a large tumo...er after years of stable
staffing but low staffing so we have had to train a lot of people and
als reexamine how we worked.
TR0-08
OrgTotals

Base6ne
Scenario
Demand
Scenario Supply

Task Groups

FTE
12.00

' Difference

12.90

-0.90

13.00

0.10

Total FTE Difference as a %

• Post:-l!lward and do::ie-out(e.g,, budgetrevlsion, qtrfymeetings,
flnancial aJk:J mlle'stone reoort$, monitor Qfantee'll fund status)
Work Categories

8%

• TR0-08
!::icenario C..:on<!ition
Assumptions
• Not applicable - we are constrained by space.
• If we are expected to review all MSRs for timeliness and content
we will need to double the effort in this area. In addition, we
have many new planners that are new to the Federal Government
and to FTA-TL training.
• The Region 8 transportation Program Specialist who has worked
in the office is going to retire next January after working here for
30 years - will need extra effort to fill the need for extra effort to
maintain uali .
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Req1onal Offi ce s with Total FTE % < 10%

-.~~· :.~;;;~'f.! .. ·.,~~~~!i~iii.11ti~~1!i;:.:;&e.i.:i..fl.'.li.i21r.;:~z;:.:-:..K~~i~•~i!~~~j
TR0-03
OrgTotals

Task Groups

• Non S~perv;soi;y.8tsff.··

!

Baseine
Scenario
Demand
Scenario Supply

FTE
26.00

I Difference

26.02

-0.20

26 .20

Total FTE Difference as a %

I

I
I

--

0.00

Work Categories
•TR0-03
t;cenario Gondition
Assumptions
• Hire additional planners and engineers, have office of planning
separated from grant development
• Adding procurement speciaist as well as environmental specialist
• Change the organization of the office to address the requirements
and provi:le training If necessary
•Review of work necessary to accomplish the FTA mission
• Provide training and develop and hire employee to adress the
• Analyze the requirements and delermine the needed staff for tlhe
requirements

1%

. Unique Office
Assumptions
• Because of the nubmerof grants processed our plamers are
doing a lot more grant work than planning
TR0-07
OrgTotals

Baseine
Scenario
Demand
Scenario Supply

FTE
12.00

Difference

12.00

0.00

12.00

0.00

Total FTE Difference as a %

· Booz Allen Hamilton

~

'Fllsk.Gr.oug_s

--

0%

•NIA
Work Categories
• TR0-07
Scenario condition
Assumptions
• Provide for overtime
• More training opportuntties
• Find out what we need, provide training, or hire another person
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Appendix G

FTA Office of Administration

Acronyms

ARRA

American Recovery and Reinvestment Act

EMT

Executive Management Team

FTA

Federal Transit Administration

FTE

Full-Time Equivalent

FY

Fiscal Year

HQ

Headquarters

LMI

Logistics Management Institute

NEPA

National Environmental Policy Act of 1969

OPM

Office of Personnel Management

TAD

Office of Administration

TAO

Office of the Administrator

TBP

Office of Budget and Policy

TCA

Office of Communications and Congressional Affairs

TCC

Office of Chief Counsel

TCR

Office of Civil Rights

TPE

Office of Planning and Environment

TPM

Office of Program Management

TRI

Office of Research, Demonstration, and Innovation
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